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Theoretical physics in the XX century has seen two groundbreaking developments. One was
Einstein’s general relativity, a theory explaining gravity as a consequence of curved space and
time. The other breakthrough was the Standard Model, a theory describing the world at very
small scales. The Standard Model describes what we think of as particles governed by quantum
mechanics and subject to uncertainties, so we can only compute probabilities of something
happening. On the other hand General Relativity is a classical theory with no uncertainties.
However, it suffers from other problems mainly related to black holes where matter is compressed
to infinitely small volume. One would expect that in this regime quantum effects are important.
However, the Standard Model and General Relativity are mutually incompatible in certain
regimes.
So far the most successful candidate for the theory of quantum gravity was String Theory,
where a very different picture of gravity emerges. In some cases gravity can be understood as
a hologram. The phenomena in gravitational theory can be explained in terms of completely
different quantum field theory (although, not the Standard Model) in a lower dimension of
space with no gravity at all.
In this thesis we will be exploring some aspects of this duality between gravity and quantum
field theory in systems that are close to being in a thermal equilibrium. We will explore how
quickly they return to thermal equilibrium. This will be done in both gravitational description




In this thesis we study the time evolution of Rényi and entanglement entropies of thermal
states in Conformal Field Theory (CFT). These quantities are usually hard to compute but
Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) and Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) proposals allow us to find
the same quantities using calculations in general relativity.
We will introduce main concepts of holography, quantum information and conformal field
theory that will be used to derive the results of this thesis. In the first part of the thesis, we
explicitly compute entanglement entropy of the rotating BTZ black hole by directly applying
HRT proposal and finding lengths of spacelike geodesics.
Rényi entropy of thermal state perturbed by a local quantum quench is computed by map-
ping correlators on two glued cylinders to the plane for field theory containing a single free
boson and for 2d CFTs in the large c limit.
We consider Thermofield Double State (TFD) which is an entangled state in direct product
of two 2D CFTs. It is conjectured to be holographically equivalent to the eternal BTZ black
hole. TFD state is perturbed by a local quench in one CFT and mutual information between two
intervals in two CFTs is computed. We find when mutual information vanishes and interpret
this as scrambling time, i.e. time scale required for the system to thermalize. This field theory
result is modelled with a massive free falling particle in the BTZ black hole. We have computed
the back-reaction of the particle on the metric of BTZ and used RT proposal to find holographic
entanglement entropy.
Finally, we generalize this calculation to the case of rotating BTZ with inner and outer
horizons. It is dual to the CFT with different temperatures for left and right moving modes.
We calculate mutual information and scrambling time and find exact agreement between results
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In modern physics we often encounter problems that cannot be solved exactly using analytic
methods. Asymptotic expansions in terms of some small parameter proved to be very useful in
tackling such problems. For example, in Quantum Electrodynamics we can perform expansion
in terms of fine-structure constant α ≈ 1137 . However, this fails if the parameter in which we
want to expand is large, as is the case in Quantum Chromodynamics. Then we have to develop
some non-perturbative methods or to try to find some alternative perturbative expansion. When
theory admits such different descriptions we say it has duality. Dualities between apparently
different quantum theories are examples of this last situation. One of the simplest examples
of duality is contained in the theory of classical electromagnetism in vacuum where we can
interchange electric and magnetic fields
E 7→ B,




A similar duality exists in quantum theory [3,4]. It relates strongly interacting Yang-Mills the-
ory to weakly interacting theory. Such dualities are called strong-weak or S-dualities. Another
interesting example of S-duality is discussed in [5] where a theory describing scalar field obeying
Sine-Gordon equations is dual to a Thirring model describing fermions.
Besides the lack of tools to compute at strong coupling, some physical theories simply break
down in certain regimes. For example, the core of most heavy stars undergoes gravitational
collapse at the end of nucleosynthesis. If its mass is beyond certain limit [6, 7] then neutron
degeneracy pressure is not able to stop the collapse. Once the remnant of the star shrinks
below its Schwarzschild radius rs = 2GMc2 [8], it has no other option but to collapse to a
point of zero size and infinite density. Another example of singularity in General Relativity
is the Big Bang singularity [9]. Singular and/or undefined behaviour is not acceptable for a
complete physical theory, but it is possible that by properly describing gravity together with
the rest of fundamental forces may cure these problems. Unfortunately, conventional methods
of quantizing gravity failed to produce a consistent theory [10]. String theory is one of the most
promising candidates of quantum gravity [11,12] but our understanding of string theory is still
limited, especially in the non-perturbative regime. We will argue in section 1.1 that gravity can
be thought of as another example of strong-weak duality if we think of gravity as a hologram.
Even if we would have a microscopic description of gravity together with other fundamental
forces, there are important open problems in physics regarding the emergence of macroscopic
behaviour from microscopic degrees of freedom. One such problem is how a macroscopic system
settles into thermal equilibrium, i.e. thermalizes. Even though statistical mechanics and the use
of typicality arguments provide a good understanding for certain kinematic questions [13–15],
a proper understanding of the different time scales involved in this process and the conditions
under which such equilibrium exists or not, remain active areas of research. Only in some cases
we have quantitative arguments [16].
In this thesis we study the time evolution of correlation functions in thermal states in two
dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs) perturbed by some local perturbation. We will
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quantify the amount of correlation between different subsystems in the 2d CFT borrowing
concepts from quantum information theory. One of them is the von Neumann entanglement
entropy [17], a quantum analogue of Shannon’s entropy [18], the magnitude used to define and
quantify classical information. The methods required to compute these magnitudes use either
uniformization maps or twist operators and results about correlation functions of strongly
coupled two dimensional CFTs on the plane. We will discuss these concepts in chapter 2.
The use of holography in this context maps calculations of thermal correlators in a strongly
coupled CFT to geometric problems in a black hole geometry solving Einstein’s equations, a
description that is valid in a weakly coupled regime. In the remaining of this chapter, we will
introduce the main ideas and concepts behind this holographic duality. First, we will discuss
motivation and justification behind holography in gravity. Various concepts from quantum
information will be introduced. We will show how entanglement entropy can be computed in
conformal field theories and holography. Finally, we will discuss how thermalization can be
described in the language of quantum information and look at how quickly quantum system
can reach thermal equilibrium.
1.1 Holographic principle
One of the first questions that we must ask when we consider a physical theory is what are its
observables. In Newtonian dynamics we have positions, velocities. But the world is fundamen-
tally quantum and quantum mechanics puts severe restrictions on what the right questions to
ask are. For example, we cannot simultaneously know the position and velocity of a particle
due to uncertainty principle. In order to measure something exactly with no uncertainty we
must be able to do measurement infinitely many times.
Definition of observables is even more subtle in a theory of gravity. It is known that in general
relativity there are no local observables [19], so we have to consider non-local observables. Since
general relativity is diffeomorphism invariant, it is natural to consider integrals (such as proper
time or length of spacelike geodesics) as our observables [20]. Often these integrals are defined
as integrals on the boundary at infinity. For example, we can define energy associated with an
asymptotic time translations ξa as a surface integral [21]






εabcd∇cξd dxa ∧ dxb, (1.2)
where {Sα} is a family of spheres approaching cross-section S of the boundary at infinity.
But if observables in the theory have to be connected to the boundary at infinity then it
is natural to ask if we need the interior. It is plausible that there might be some different
theory that describes the same phenomena but using a different language just on the boundary
of spacetime, something like holography in optics where information about three dimensional
object is encoded on two dimensional surface. The study of black hole thermodynamics [22–24]
gave rise to holographic principle in gravity. Later, string theory provided further evidence.
In this thesis we will be calculating entanglement entropy. In vacuum it generally scales with
the area of the local region, we will review this in subsection 1.5.1. This plays a crucial role in
condensed matter physics [25] and has emerged strongly in AdS/CFT (section 1.2) which is a
particular realization of holography in gravity.
In this chapter of the thesis we will motivate and give examples of holography in gravity.
Later, we will introduce key concepts of quantum information that are useful in explaining
many aspects of how holography works. Finally, we will introduce various conventions and
notations used throughout this thesis.
1.1.1 Black hole thermodynamics
Soon after the laws of general relativity were written down [26], a very exotic solution [8] even-
tually called [27] a black hole was found. Later, more similar solutions were found. These
solutions to Einstein’s equations describe regions of spacetime where gravity is so strong that
nothing, not even light, can escape. This was very puzzling for a while because it seemingly
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allowed to violate the Second Law of Thermodynamics by throwing stuff into the black hole.
Consequently, the entropy of the remaining environment would decrease. In 1972 Jacob Beken-
stein conjectured [28] that black holes must also carry entropy which is proportional to the area
A of the black hole event horizon, the surface of no return. So instead of entropy disappearing
when matter crosses the event horizon, it goes into increasing the black hole entropy while the
total entropy still increases, thus satisfying the 2nd law of thermodynamics.
At that time Yakov Zel’dovich and Alexei Starobinsky realized that due to quantum me-
chanics, black holes should emit particles [29]. Stephen Hawking computed radiation emitted





in units c = kB = 1. Here, κ is the surface gravity of black hole. Note that for non-rotating






This temperature can be compared to the First Law of Thermodynamics to fix constant of





Black hole entropy bounds the maximum possible entropy that can be contained in a given
volume.
So in analogy to gas thermodynamics four laws about classical black holes in general rela-
tivity were proven in [31]:
Zeroth law. An event horizon of a stationary black hole has a constant surface gravity.
First law. Small perturbations of stationary black holes of mass M with angular velocity Ω,





Parameters of black holes such as mass M or angular momentum J may seem obvious from
this point of view but are in fact defined in a non-trivial way via integrals using equations like
(1.2).




The second law is a consequence of Einstein equations and so is valid for classical general
relativity. However, we already discussed above that black holes emit Hawking radiation and
they can lose mass quantum mechanically, so instead we should consider total entropy of the
system







Third law. Black holes with no surface gravity cannot be created by any physical process.
The laws of gas thermodynamics emerge from statistical mechanics as most likely outcome of
dynamics of microscopic degrees of freedom (positions and momenta of gas atoms or molecules).
However, many microscopic states give rise to the same macroscopic state. So by ignoring
microscopic description we lose information which generates entropy
S = logΩ, (1.9)
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where Ω is the number of microstates.
The laws of black hole thermodynamics are proven directly in classical general relativity.
We saw that surface gravity and area of black holes were analogous to temperature and entropy
of thermodynamic systems. However, Hawking’s calculation showed that κ and A represent the
actual temperature and entropy of black hole. This suggests that analogy is not just accidental.
If we assume that any kind of thermodynamic system must have a microscopic origin then the
same story should be true for general relativity. There must be some underlying quantum theory
describing gravity whose thermodynamic limit is general relativity and hence it is natural to try
to identify this microscopic description. Notably, the number of microscopic degrees of freedom
is proportional to the area unlike in all non-gravitating systems where entropy is an extensive
quantity, i.e. proportional to the volume of the system. This area law is another motivation of
holographic principle.
Superstring theory is the leading candidate for theory of quantum gravity. Firstly, at low
energies it reduces to supergravity, i.e. supersymmetric version of general relativity. Secondly,
there are calculations in string theory that reproduce Bekenstein-Hawking area law. For ex-
ample Andrew Strominger and Cumrum Vafa have derived [32] the area law for a certain class
of extremal black holes in five dimensions by counting degenerate microstates. They do the
calculation in a weak string coupling regime of D1-D5 brane system where strings are open and
do not back-react on geometry, so black holes do not exist. However, the number of microstates
is one of the quantities protected by supersymmetry, i.e. does not change as we vary coupling
constant and make it large where strings become closed, they back-react on geometry and create
black hole with a horizon.
Strominger and Vafa counting argument has explained a lot about microscopic nature of
gravity but it did not explain dynamic aspects of gravity, e.g. evaporation of black holes and
what happens to information that has fallen into the black hole. It also did not answer questions
about locality in gravity. However, it motivated to study dynamics of such systems which lead
to an even more important breakthrough. In 1997 Juan Maldacena conjectured [33] AdS/CFT
correspondence.
1.2 AdS/CFT Correspondence
Let us now describe AdS/CFT correspondence [34]. This is an explicit realization of the holo-
graphic principle that we discussed above. While Maldacena’s example [33] is specific to CFT,
holography defines a general philosophy in modern theoretical physics and is used in a variety
of different situations.
Definition 1.1. Maximally symmetric negatively curved spacetime in five dimensions is called
anti-de Sitter space (AdS5). It can be embedded in R2,4 space as
−X20 −X21 +X22 +X23 +X24 +X25 = −R2. (1.10)
Correspondence. String theory in a negatively curved spacetime is equivalent to quantum
field theory living on its boundary. Hence, gravity holographically emerges from a quantum
field theory of one lower dimension. The correspondence is an example of strong-weak duality,
i.e. when the theory in the bulk is weakly interacting, it corresponds to a strongly coupled field
theory on the boundary.
In the next subsection we will review a particular example that Maldacena considered: the
full type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 background is equivalent to super Yang-Mills
conformal field theory (CFT) with N = 4 copies of supersymmetry. The CFT has a gauge
symmetry group SU(N) and coupling constant gYM . The gravity is described by the ratio of
the radius R of AdS space1 to the string length `s and the (closed) string coupling constant gs.
1.2.1 D3-brane system
In order to further motivate AdS/CFT correspondence we can look at D3-brane system [34–36].
1In the context of AdS5 × S5, the five dimensional sphere S5 has the same radius R.
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Superstring theory contains solitonic objects called D-branes [37]. Their gravitational de-
scription involves a generalisation of black holes in General Relativity. They break the Poincaré
symmetry and their defining property is that open strings can end on their tangential spacelike
directions.
After quantization, open strings on the brane produce U(1) Yang-Mills field living in world
volume of the brane. When we have more than one D-brane, open string endpoints can stretch
between different branes and can have nontrivial interactions. For example, two endpoints of
different open strings belonging to the same brane might join and we end up with a single
open string. Similarly, if N D-branes are separated, then gauge symmetry group is U(1)N .
But if D-branes are stacked together, then there is enhancement of Yang-Mills gauge symmetry
group to U(N). Furthermore, interactions of gauge fields are such that U(1) subgroup of U(N)
decouples from the remaining fields that transform under SU(N) gauge symmetry group [38].
In addition to open strings, string theory also contains closed strings with no endpoints.
They are not constrained to lie on the brane and after quantization do not interact with Yang-
Mills fields on the brane. For example, graviton which is one of the massless modes is fully
decoupled from U(N) gauge fields.
Let us now look at N stacked D3-branes (so that there are 3 tangential spatial directions) in
low energy supergravity limit where massive string states are not accessible. In this limit string
coupling gs is small, gravitational effects are also small, so D3-branes live in ten dimensional
Minkowski space. The effective action of D-brane system can be written as
S = Ssugra + SYM + Sint. (1.11)
We can interpret these two terms in the action as two decoupled systems. One is supergravity
in the bulk. The other is given by brane action which in this limit is maximally supersymmetric
N = 4 Super Yang-Mills with U(N) gauge symmetry group. Note that U(N) interaction terms
Sint → 0 as gs → 0, so we are dealing with weakly coupled fields.
Let us consider a case when string coupling gs is large, i.e. gsN  1. In this case gravitational
effects are important. In fact geometry looks similar to that of extremal black hole. The
geometry has an infinite throat and a horizon. Near horizon limit of extremal D3-brane is




Here the first term is the metric of AdS5 space with radius R in Poincaré coordinates and the
second is that of a five dimensional sphere S5 with the same radius R. In this limit we still have
two different types of excitations in our system. As before, we have closed strings far away from
the horizon in flat space. But now we also have type IIB superstrings living in near horizon
geometry (1.12).
Two decoupled systems of strings occur for all values of gs, not just very small or very large.
So we can look at what happens to those systems as we dial gs. The first system, closed strings
in flat space, is always there and nothing changes as we change gs. The other system changes
from SU(N) super Yang-Mills to type IIB superstring theory. If we assume that nothing drastic
happens when we dial coupling gs, then Yang-Mills theory still remains the same theory just
with different coupling constant. Similarly, type IIB string theory remains string theory when
we reduce gs. But that means that we have two different descriptions of the same system, one
way to talk about it is to use super Yang-Mills and the other is to describe it using type IIB
superstring theory. In fact, strongly coupled Yang-Mills theory must be equivalent to weakly
coupled string theory and vice versa.
1.2.2 Matching the theories
The parameters of the CFT are the number of colours N and ’t Hooft coupling constant λ (or
alternatively Yang-Mills coupling constant gYM = λN−1). Bulk and boundary parameters are




= 4πgsN = 4πλ. (1.13)
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Equation (1.13) shows that whenever we are in the supergravity limit of string theory R  `s
and gs → 0, we must have a strongly coupled field theory. On the other hand, when we have a
weakly interacting field theory, AdS/CFT allows us to study non perturbative aspects of string
theory for which we do not have an independent formulation. This is one of the reasons why
AdS/CFT remains a conjecture that is heuristically motivated and not a rigorous theorem.
Formally, AdS/CFT dictionary says that (Euclidean) path integral describing partition func-
tion of the theory in the bulk M with boundary ∂M is equivalent to the path integral describing
CFT on ∂M [40]
Zgravity = ZCFT. (1.14)
To understand relation between theories in the bulk and boundary more intuitively let us
recall the picture of scattering used to motivate holographic principle. The simplest possibility
is that CFT4 coordinates directly correspond to non-radial coordinates x = (t, θ, φ, ψ) in AdS5.
We can determine what happens to the radial coordinate in the bulk by considering dilations
in CFT. If we rescale coordinates of CFT, energy in CFT must be rescaled in the opposite way
because mass dimension of coordinates is −1. So CFT is invariant under
x 7→ αx, E 7→ E
α
. (1.15)
Since non-radial AdS coordinates correspond to coordinates in CFT, we must also rescale them
in exactly the same way. On the other hand, anti-de Sitter metric is invariant under simulta-
neous rescaling
x 7→ αx, z 7→ αz. (1.16)







However, physics of bulk is encoded on the boundary in a non-trivial way, bulk information is
delocalized in the CFT. To see this, let us consider a massive particle in AdS. Massive particles
can never reach boundary of AdS due to its attractive nature. Hence, it will correspond to
finite size blob of energy in CFT, i.e. not a localized particle. Another interesting example is
Schwarzschild-AdS black hole that corresponds to a thermal state in CFT [41] as is expected
from black hole thermodynamics.
Since this is a strongly-weakly coupled duality, it is often difficult to perform calculations on
one side of the correspondence. AdS/CFT is still very useful in this case as it allows us to learn
non-trivial facts about physics of strongly coupled systems as long as we know the dictionary
between the two theories. But suppose we want to compare both sides and test AdS/CFT. One
way around is supersymmetry. Some quantities are protected by supersymmetry and do not
change as we dial the coupling constant. So we can compare computations in a weekly coupled
field theory with those in gravity. Another thing we can look at, are setups where analytic
computations are easier. In two dimensions conformal symmetry is a much stronger statement
than in higher dimensions because in 2D the symmetry group is infinite dimensional [42, 43].
Similarly, gravity in 3D has no propagating degrees of freedom, and has to be locally anti-de
Sitter space. In AdS3/CFT2 case, we do not know precise details of the boundary CFT. And
vice versa, given some specific 2D CFT we do not know whether bulk is described by Einstein
gravity or some other more complicated gravitational theory. However, some quantities are
universal in CFTs with large central charge c and do not depend on precise details.
1.3 Entanglement Entropy in Quantum Mechanics
There have been important conceptual advances in understanding the emergence of spacetime
from the dual CFT in recent years. The study of bulk reconstruction originally followed different
routes, including holographic renormalisation [44] and the reconstruction of local bulk operators
[45]. More recently, the connection between quantum entanglement and the connectivity of
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space has led to new insights [46, 47] including the notable bijection between the linearised2
Einstein’s equations and the first law of entanglement entropy [49, 50]. These results provide
an AdS/CFT perspective on earlier ideas relating Einstein’s equations with thermodynamics,
equivalence principle, local Rindler physics and entanglement entropy properties of the vacuum
[51,52]. In this section we will introduce quantum entanglement and related concepts.
1.3.1 Density operators
In quantum mechanics we often use the language of quantum states described by vectors in
a Hilbert space. There is another more general formulation of quantum mechanics that uses
operators on Hilbert space instead of vectors. It is very suitable for describing quantum systems
whose state we do not know with certainty [53].
Definition 1.2. Suppose quantum system is in state ψi with probability pi. Then we define




pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| . (1.18)
Density operators are usually normalized, so that tr ρ = 1 which corresponds to total prob-
ability
∑
i pi = 1.
We can rewrite all quantities used in state vector formalism in this language. To measure
observable corresponding to the Hermitian operator O we can calculate
〈O〉 = tr ρO, (1.19)
instead of usual 〈ψ|O|ψ〉.
Definition 1.3. Quantum system with density matrix tr ρ2 = 1 is said to be in pure state.
Definition 1.4. Quantum system that is not pure is said to be in mixed state.
Mixed states satisfy 0 < tr ρ2 < 1. They are also said to be entangled.
Let us consider the canonical ensemble at temperature T = β−1 as an example. Probability
of each state is given by Boltzmann distribution pi = 1Z exp(−βEi). In the language of density










where H is the Hamiltonian of the system whose eigenstates corresponding to energy level Ei
are |Ψi〉. We will often call this operator thermal density matrix.
1.3.2 Composite systems
In classical physics, we are used to the fact that we can study non interacting parts of the
more complicated system separately and learn everything there is about the whole system.
That is no longer the case in quantum mechanics. In quantum mechanical system there might
be non trivial correlations between different parts of the system. This is the phenomenon of
entanglement and is best explained using the formalism of density operators.
When studying any physical system we often prefer to consider them isolated from external
factors. Such systems are called closed. However, it is almost never possible to completely
isolate physical system from the environment. It is often useful to take interactions with the
environment into account and consider open systems. Observers only have access to the system
itself and cannot act on the environment.
In quantum mechanical systems we can describe open systems using product Hilbert spaces.
Total Hilbert space H is partitioned into two subspaces H ' HA ⊗HB and Hilbert space HB
is not accessible to the observer who can only measure states in HA. In some cases HB can
2There is a recent generalization to second order approximation to Einstein’s equations in [48]
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be thought to be the environment but it does not have to be, density matrix formalism is very
general. E.g. HB can describe two spatially separated particles. In all such systems observer
can use observables of the following form
O = OA ⊗ IB . (1.21)
It turns out that density matrix formalism is again more convenient when we describe composite
systems.
Definition 1.5. Suppose we have a composite system consisting of subsystems A and B that
is described using density operator ρ. Then reduced density operator is obtained by tracing
over Hilbert space HB
ρA = trB ρ. (1.22)
Let us consider 2 qubit system described by a direct product of two 2D Hilbert spaces.




|0〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |1〉A ⊗ |1〉B
)
. (1.23)
We will sometimes use more compact notation |ij〉 := |i〉A⊗|j〉B and similarly for dual vectors.
Density matrix is given by
ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| = 1
2
(|00〉 〈00|+ |00〉 〈11|+ |11〉 〈00|+ |11〉 〈11|) . (1.24)
In this case ρ2 = ρ and so tr ρ = tr ρ2 = 1 as expected since the state (1.23) was not a
probabilistic ensemble of states but is known exactly. Nevertheless, if we look at reduced
density matrix describing just one qubit

















When we have no access to qubit B, qubit A can be |0〉 or |1〉 with equal probabilities and so
the subsystem is in a mixed state even though the whole system was in a pure state. So two
qubits in this state are entangled.
We saw two ways of using density operators, one was probabilistic ensembles and the other
is composite systems. In the previous subsection we have considered the canonical ensemble.
It is natural to ask if thermal states can arise as composite systems. In fact, this is possible for
any mixed state [53].
Purification Theorem. Given any density operator ρA ∈ HA, there is another Hilbert space
HB ∼= HA and state |ψ〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB such that
ρA = trB(|ψ〉 〈ψ|). (1.27)
Proof. Let us choose eigenbasis {|i〉} for HA with corresponding eigenvalues λi and orthonormal















λiλj |i〉 〈j| δij = ρA. (1.29)
Thermofield double construction does precisely that for thermal states. Let us consider a
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2 |n〉L ⊗ |n〉R . (1.30)






e−β(En+Em)/2 |n〉L ⊗ |n〉R 〈m|L ⊗ 〈m|R . (1.31)
Let us do a partial trace over HR.












e−βEn |n〉L 〈n|L .
(1.32)





where HL is the Hamiltonian acting on the left Hilbert space.
Even though HL and HR are independent, there are non-trivial correlators. This happens







e−βEnE2n > 0. (1.34)
1.3.3 Von Neumann Entropy
It is natural to ask whether we can quantify how entangled the system is. We already encoun-
tered one way to do this, checking tr ρ2. It is easy to compute but is not easy to interpret. One
of the natural ways to interpret entanglement is to measure amount of information lost when
tracing out the second subsystem.
In order to get some intuition how to describe information, let us look at classical systems.
In information theory the quantity that measures uncertainty in information (we can also think
about it as average information) is Shannon entropy [18].
Definition 1.6. Given a discrete random variable X taking values xi with probabilities pi we




pi log pi. (1.35)
For example, a fair coin with p = 12 chance of head or tails has larger entropy than unfair
coin where one outcome is more likely than the other. Also, maximally biased coin with certain
outcome has zero entropy.
In general we want entropy to satisfy the following properties [54,55]
• H(p, 1− p) is continuous for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and positive in at least one point.
• H(p1, . . . , pn) is symmetric in its arguments.







The last condition is necessary for information to be additive.
These conditions fix entropy given by (1.35) up to multiplicative constant (base of logarithm).
In fact Shannon entropy was already used in statistical physics as Gibbs entropy. In sta-
tistical physics we do not care about individual positions and momenta of gas particles and
only care about macroscopic parameters such as pressure or temperature. Doing this incurs
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information loss. Similarly, we lose information about the state when we do partial trace of
density operators. We can generalize classical Shannon/Gibbs entropy to quantum systems to
measure entanglement. Note that in quantum systems there are many other useful measures
of entanglement such as entanglement negativity [56]. But in this thesis we will focus on Von
Neumann entropy.
Definition 1.7. Von Neumann entropy (often called entanglement entropy) of density operator
is [17]
SA ≡ S(ρA) = − trA (ρA log ρA) . (1.36)
In the equation (1.36) we have to evaluate logarithm of an operator which we define to be




n! . This is fairly hard to compute even in
finite dimensional case when we can use spectral decomposition theorem and express equation





To illustrate the definition of entanglement entropy let us compute it for two simple exam-
ples. First example will be quantum system of two particles with n energy levels. Then we will
consider the second example which is the canonical ensemble from statistical physics.
n energy level composite system. Quantum states in each of the two subsystems have




|1〉 ⊗ |1〉+ |2〉 ⊗ |2〉+ . . . |n〉 ⊗ |n〉
)
. (1.38)




(|11〉 〈11|+ |11〉 〈22|+ . . . |11〉 〈nn|+ |22〉 〈11|+ . . . |22〉 〈nn|+ . . . |nn〉 〈nn|) . (1.39)
Let us now trace over the second subsystem. This loses information as in any kind of





log ρA = − logn In. (1.41)






logn = logn. (1.42)
In fact this state maximises von Neumann entropy. This is analogous to the classical case of
uniform distribution maximising Shannon entropy. To prove this consider the general expression













= − logλi − 1 + µ = 0 ∀i. (1.44)
This implies that all λi must be equal.
The Canonical Ensemble. Von Neumann entropy SVN of thermal states described by (1.20)
is equal to Gibbs entropy SG.
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e−βEiβEi = logZ + β 〈E〉 = SG. (1.45)
To calculate entanglement entropy we usually use replica trick and avoid evaluating equation
(1.36) directly.





= log ρ. (1.46)
Proof. It follows directly from L’Hôpital’s rule.
Using replica trick, equation (1.36) can be rewritten as


















(trA ρA)−1 . (1.47)



















In the last equality we have used L’Hôpital’s rule. Hence, Rényi entropy converges to entan-





Suppose we have two random variables X and Y and would like to know how much they have in
common. In other words, how much information we can learn about X given that we know Y
or vice versa. First, we have to consider a joint random variable (X,Y ) with a joint probability
distribution p(x, y). We will denote the Shannon entropy of the joint variable H(X,Y ), i.e.
H(X,Y ) = −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log p(x, y). (1.51)
Definition 1.9. (Shannon) Mutual information of two random variables is defined [53] to be
H(X : Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ). (1.52)
Note that it vanishes for independent random variables when p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) and is
equal to H(X) when Y is a function of X as expected for a measure of correlation between
two random variables. Mutual information is not the only possible measure of correlation, for
example often correlation coefficient is used cov(X,Y )σXσY which is very good at detecting linear
dependence. On the other hand, mutual information is more suitable when relation between
variables is more complicated.
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We can similarly define mutual information for quantum systems [53]. Suppose we have
systems A and B. There is a density matrix ρAB acting on a joint system HA ⊗HB with the
corresponding von Neumann entropy S(A ∪ B). Then (von Neumann) mutual information is
defined to be
I(A : B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪B). (1.53)
1.4 Entanglement Entropy in Quantum Field Theories
To define entanglement entropy in quantum field theories we consider a lattice with spacing a.
For simplicity we will not consider gauge quantum field theories. To recover continuum limit we
send a→ 0. Then powers of density matrix can be written as functional integral over n-sheeted
Riemann surface (see [57–59] for detailed description). However, in this limit entanglement
entropy diverges and has to be regularized with UV cutoff εUV.
1.4.1 Path integrals
In quantum mechanics we usually describe single particle using states that satisfy the Schrödinger
equation i∂t |ψ〉 = H |ψ〉. Instead of using differential equation language we can rewrite
Schrödinger equation as an integral equation for wavefunction ψ(x, t) = 〈x|e−iHt|ψ(0)〉.
ψ(x, t) =
∫
K(x, x0; t)ψ(x0, 0) dx0, (1.54)
where kernel of the integral is defined to be
K(x, x0; t) = 〈x|e−iHt|x0〉 . (1.55)
In order to compute it we can discretize interval [0, t] by splitting it in to n parts and compute
n→ ∞ limit which is formally given by path integral [60]






Ldt′ is the action of the system. Since this integral is not always convergent,
we usually consider analytic continuation to Euclidean time tE = it and calculate∫
[Dx]eSE [x], (1.57)
Path integral formulation is used to generalize quantum mechanics of particles to Quantum
Field Theory. Instead of integrating over all possible paths that particle can take we need to
integrate over all possible field configurations.
1.4.2 Matrix elements of density operators
Density operator ρA acts on fields φ in HA and can be fully described by specifying its matrix
elements. To calculate them we will use the ideas from subsection 1.4.1. Recall that thermal




which is entirely analogous to equation (1.55). In fact we see that thermal states must have
periodic Euclidean time tE ∼ tE + β.
Even when the state is not thermal in principle we can define modular Hamiltonian
KA = − log ρA (1.59)
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and then use path integral techniques with modular Hamiltonian. However, in practice it is
usually impossible to find KA since it is hard to compute log of an operator (similarly how we
use replica trick for entanglement entropy and do not calculate it directly). Hence, we usually
consider thermal states.














φ(t = 0+)− φ+
)
, (1.60)
where SE is the (Euclidean) action of the system and Z is the partition function required to









Figure 1.1: Three copies of Euclidean plane for computing tr ρ3A. Intervals of the same colour
are identified. The region on the first plane at time 0+ is identified with its copy on the second
plane at time 0− and so on. Finally, the region in the last plane is identified with the region in
the first plane to compute trace.
Powers of density operator can be computed by replicating manifold in which we are doing
calculation. We will label different copies of fields φ± as φ(i)± . To compute ρn we glue n copies
of our manifold by identifying φ(i)+ = φ
(i+1)











The pictorial representation of the geometry on which we are integrating equation (1.61) is in
Figure 1.1.
This is enough to compute Rényi entropy for integer values of n > 1. If Rényi entropies
do not grow too fast at ∞ then we can analytically continue it away from integer values using
Carlson’s theorem3 [61, 62] and then find limit n→ 1.
1.5 Holographic Entanglement Entropy
Entanglement entropy is often hard to compute even in conformal field theories. AdS/CFT
duality can be used to calculate entanglement entropy in CFTs with holographic duals. The





3According to Carlson’s theorem two distinct analytic functions that do not grow too fast cannot coincide at
all integer points.
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where γA is codimension 2, static minimal surface attached to the boundary of A. So to find
this surface we first pick a constant time slice t = t0. In this codimension 1 subspace pick
surfaces anchored to ∂A and find the minimal surface that is homologous to the boundary. In
order to deal with divergences in entanglement entropy we introduce UV cutoff r = r∞ and
attach minimal surface there.
Ryu-Takayanagi proposal was generalized to non static spacetimes by Hubeny, Rangamani
and Takayanagi (HRT) [64]. Instead of looking for minimal surfaces on a constant time slice,
one has to look for extremal codimension 2 spacelike surfaces in the whole spacetime that are
attached to the boundary at the points with the same time coordinate. Away from the boundary
the surface is not restricted to constant time slice unlike in the Ryu-Takayanagi proposal.
Arguments for correctness of RT formula for spherical surfaces in vacuum were given in [65].
Later, RT formula was proven for U(1) invariant geometries in [66]. The calculation was
generalized by using Schwinger-Keldysh formalism4 for time dependent quantum states in [68],
hence deriving HRT proposal.
Some of the properties of entanglement entropy become trivial or fairly easy to prove in the
holographic setup. For example, for zero-temperature states entanglement entropy of an area
and its complement Ā are equal but this fails for thermal states. In empty AdS space A and Ā
share their boundary and have the same minimal surface. But thermal states correspond to a
black hole in the bulk. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, there are two minimal surfaces anchored
to the same points but only one of them can be continuously deformed into either A or Ā.
B
A
Figure 1.2: Minimal surface anchored to regions A (blue) and B (red) in the presence of black
hole.
Another interesting property is strong subadditivity
S(A) + S(B) ≥ S(A ∪B) + S(A ∩B). (1.63)
Direct proof of this inequality using properties of density operators can be found in [69]. But
a much simpler holographic proof is presented in [70].
Note that it follows that mutual information cannot be negative
I(A : B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪B) ≥ 0. (1.64)
1.5.1 Entanglement Entropy in anti-de Sitter space
One of the simplest applications of Ryu-Takayanagi proposal is the entanglement entropy in











4The Schwinger-Keldysh formalism generalizes unitary time evolution operators to non-equilibrium states by
removing the assumption that the ground state remains unchanged (up to a phase) during time evolution [67].
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Figure 1.3: Minimal surface (red) anchored to the straight belt (green) in AdS4.
Suppose we pick region A to be a straight belt, so −l/2 < x1 < l/2 and xi are unbounded
for i > 1 but we can regularize these dimensions with some large length scale L. We choose a



























Now we can evaluate (1.66). To calculate it we have to change integration variable to z and


















































Here, the divergent term is proportional to the area of the boundary ∂A which is typical
for many examples. AdS3 is the notable exception. The second term in (1.70) gives rise to








Note that the answer depends on the geometry of the entanglement region, for example
entanglement entropy for spherical regions was discussed in [58] where behaviour of divergent
terms depends on dimension being even or odd.
1.5.2 BTZ black hole
It was long believed that three dimensional gravity does not contain any black hole solutions.
Surprisingly a very simple black hole solution was found in Einstein gravity with a negative
cosmological constant [71,72]. The metric of rotating BTZ is given by
ds2 = −












where φ ∼ φ+ 2π is periodic and R is the radius of AdS.
BTZ black hole has many of the features of its 4 dimensional analogue, Kerr-AdS black
hole [73]. In particular, it has both inner and outer horizons, has no hair5 [74, 75] and its
entropy is proportional to the outer circumference.
In three dimensions it follows from Einstein equations that in vacuum where Tµν = 0 the
spacetime curvature is constant. Therefore, BTZ black hole is locally AdS3. In fact it can be
obtained by a discrete identification of AdS3 space [72]. Hence, many calculations that are hard
in four dimensional black holes are much easier in BTZ.
1.5.3 Gravity dual description of TFD state
TFD state is especially interesting for two dimensional CFTs. It was proposed to be dual to
the eternal BTZ black hole [77]. Each of the CFTs corresponds to the boundary of eternal BTZ
black hole.
Euclidean path integral that prepares TFD state is defined [78] on the cylinder of length β/2.
The path integral has two cuts (two circles at each end of the cylinder) that define states in two
CFTs. According to AdS/CFT we must match CFT partition function to Euclidean partition
function in the bulk as in equation (1.14). This is satisfied by half of the Euclidean black hole
(black hole where Euclidean time is restricted to [0, β2 ]). This state is then interpreted [77]
as Hartle-Hawking-Israel [79, 80] state of eternal BTZ where spacetime with time reflection
symmetry at t = 0 is sliced into two halves, the metric of one part is glued to Euclidean metric
of the other part. In this construction Euclidean part is interpreted as construction of the initial
wavefunction which later evolves in Lorentzian time.
Hamiltonian of the total TFD state can be chosen but there are two natural choices that
are discussed by J. Maldacena and L. Susskind in [81]. Let t− be the time in the left CFT and
t+ in the right CFT (see Figure 1.4). Then we have
• H = HL ⊗ IL − IR ⊗HR. t− = t+ = t,
• H = HL ⊗ IL + IR ⊗HR. t− = −t+ = t,
where HL is the Hamiltonian for CFTL and HR for CFTR. The first choice H = HL − HR
corresponds to a single eternal black hole in a bulk. The second Hamiltonian H = HL + HR
describes two AdS-Schwarzschild black holes.
1.6 Scrambling
Consider a system in thermal equilibrium. If we perturb it, it is natural to ask whether the
system will get back to thermal equilibrium, i.e. thermalizes, and if so, how quickly. We can
ask this question locally, in the sense that correlations between two local subsystems behave as
if they were in thermal equilibrium. If these subsystems behave in this way, we say they are
scrambled, in the sense that the details of the perturbation were scrambled. If this situation
5I.e. BTZ black hole is uniquely specified by two numbers such as mass M and angular momentum J or radii










Figure 1.4: Bulk interpretation of TFD state.
occurs, we can introduce the scrambling time t? as the time scale it takes to achieve this from the
occurrence of the perturbation. For many systems with N degrees of freedom in d dimensions,
scrambling time takes form of power law in N , e.g. if interaction happens via diffusion then
scrambling time is larger than c(β)N2/d [82] where c(β) is some constant depending on the
temperature.
Susskind et. al. gave some evidence that the scrambling time for the Schwarzschild black
hole is t? ∼ β2π logS, where S is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole. They
interpreted the logarithmic behaviour as the limit of d → ∞ in the many body scrambling by
diffusion mentioned above. They conjectured that this behaviour is true for all black holes and
that there are no faster scramblers in nature. They also provided some microscopic intuition
as for why this may happen by discussing the D0-brane quantum mechanics and how the
interaction between the physical degrees of freedom encoded in the matrix elements of the
matrix model may capture this fast scrambling behaviour.
Note that in some cases system can relax to equilibrium much faster. When system is
perturbed by linear perturbations, its relaxation to equilibrium is described by quasi normal
modes. For BTZ black hole the quasi normal mode frequencies are found in [83]. As we go to
the higher modes, the relaxation time that is determined by the imaginary part of the frequency
=(ω) = −2
√
Mn,n ∈ N. So relaxation time is of order β/n and is much smaller than t?.
An interesting property of thermal systems is that they seem to be chaotic [84]. In quantum
mechanics this is known as the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis [85] and was verified for
many different systems but there is no general proof [13]. If we start with two similar initial
states, then under a time evolution they evolve into very different states. At the same time,
density matrix of some small subsystem approaches thermal density matrix.
There are a few ways to estimate scrambling time. One way is to look at the entanglement
between two subsystems and how it evolves in time. If entanglement pattern was specific to
the initial state and not typical then scrambling would destroy it [84, 86] and two subsystems
A and B would decouple, so that S(A∪B) = S(A)+S(B) (recall that entanglement entropy is
additive for independent systems). Looking at when two subsystems decouple allows us to have
a local notion of scrambling. Subsystems A and B return to equilibrium but globally the whole
system is not in equilibrium. As we will see later, in two dimensions local perturbations tend to
create two (non-decaying) energy lumps that are forever traveling in opposite directions. Such
system would never relax to equilibrium but locally finite subsystem would look thermal after
some time. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 1.10. Scrambling time is the minimal time t? after perturbation when mutual
information vanishes
IA:B(t?) = 0. (1.74)
In this thesis we will be following definition (1.74). However, it is not the only way to
quantify scrambling. We can look directly at chaotic behaviour of thermal correlators [87] and
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e−βH [W (t), V (0)]2
)
(1.75)
This quantifies the perturbation on W at time t caused by measuring V at time t = 0. So in a
chaotic system initially we expect it to be small and later start growing.
For technical reasons in conformal field theories it is easier to estimate related quantity
(often called out of order correlator)
〈VW (t)VW (t)〉β (1.76)
which for general operators V and W decays exponentially [88]
〈VW (t)VW (t)〉β
〈V V 〉β 〈W (t)W (t)〉β
≈ 1− 1
c
eλLtf(x) + . . . (1.77)
where c is the central charge of CFT (see chapter 2 for more details) and represents degrees
of freedom in a CFT, f(x) is a function independent of time. In thermal systems Lyapunov





and the bound is saturated in Einstein gravity. It follows from equations (1.77) and (1.78) that
decay becomes significant at timescale β2π log c. The time the decay of out of order correlator
becomes significant is another way to define scrambling time.
In Einstein gravity out of order correlators can be interpreted as scattering of a particle in
the presence of another energetic particle. This gives rise to shock-wave geometries discussed
in [84,89–91].
1.7 Summary of the thesis
In chapter 2 we will discuss conformal symmetry and conformal field theories. We will look
at how conformal symmetry fixes two and three point functions. Then infinite dimensional
local conformal transformations will be introduced for two dimensional CFT. Key concepts of
2D CFTs such as stress energy tensor, central charge and operator product expansions will be
introduced too. Rényi entropy will be calculated for locally perturbed vacuum state. Finally,
we will describe some concepts that are useful in deriving the results of this thesis such as twist
operators or four point functions in large c limit.
In chapter 3 we will calculate holographic entanglement entropy of spinning BTZ black hole
by directly employing covariant Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi proposal.
In chapter 4 locally perturbed thermal states are considered. We will perturb thermal state
and calculate energy momentum tensor for such states. Then we will investigate second Rényi
entropy and mutual information for two models. First is a two dimensional CFT with a single
boson. Second is any two dimensional CFT in a large c limit.
In chapter 5 we will calculate von Neumann entropy and mutual information for large c CFTs
using twist operators and approximation for four point functions with two heavy and two light
operators. Then we will compute scrambling and discuss validity of our results. We will also
do the same calculation in the bulk gravitational theory. A free falling particle model will be
described. We will calculate a back-reaction of a massive free falling particle on the geometry
of BTZ black hole. Then we will find the length of spacelike geodesics in the back-reacted
geometry.
In chapter 6 we will generalize results from chapter 5 to the case of rotating BTZ.




Conformal field theories arise in a variety of situations in physics [92]. For example, condensed
matter systems that are close to phase transition exhibit scale invariant behaviour. In particle
physics, if typical energy scale of processes is much higher than mass of interacting particles then
we can approximate it with scale invariant theory of massless particles. Moreover, two dimen-
sional CFT is a fundamental building block of string theory. We saw in chapter 1 that quantum
field theories that appear in standard setups of AdS/CFT correspondence are conformal.
Since the conformal symmetry is larger than the Poincaré symmetry for a fixed dimension,
observables are further constrained by kinematic considerations. This is even more so in two
dimensions, where the local symmetry algebra is infinite dimensional, as first pointed out in [42].
This feature makes 2d CFTs, especially in their large c limit, as theoretical laboratories where
some further analytic control can be achieved.
In this chapter, we will review some basic features of 2d CFTs that will be useful later in the
thesis. In particular, besides introducing the main classical and quantum properties of basic
operators, we will quote relevant results for 4-pt functions in the large c limit, calculations
of entanglement entropy in 2d CFTs in a ground state and some analytic properties of the
thermofield double state.
2.1 The Conformal Group
The conformal group is the set of d-dimensional spacetime transformations that preserve the
metric up to some factor
g′µν(x
′) = Λ(x)gµν(x). (2.1)
In particular, conformal group contains rotations, translations, dilations and special conformal
transformations (2.10) (these can be thought as inversion followed by translation and another
inversion [93] but inversion by itself is a discrete symmetry). In d ≥ 3 dimensions the conformal
group is isomorphic to SO(d+1, 1) and contains Poincaré group as a subgroup. Let us consider
a scale transformation which is not part of Poincaré group. it is given by
x′ = λx. (2.2)
For the sake of simplicity let us consider spinless fields. Under the scale transformation they
transform as
φ′(x′) = λ−∆φ(x), (2.3)
where ∆ is the conformal dimension of the field and depends on which theory we are looking
at. Under the general conformal transformation the field will then transform as
φ′(x′) =
∣∣∣∣∂x′∂x
∣∣∣∣−∆d φ(x) = Λ(x)− d2 φ(x), (2.4)
where
∣∣∣∂x′∂x ∣∣∣ is the Jacobian. Fields that transform under (2.4) are called quasi-primary.
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Action (2.5) will remain invariant under (2.2) and (2.3) if
d− 2− 2∆ = 0. (2.6)
2.2 Conformal invariance of quantum fields
In Quantum Field Theories we usually work with observables called correlators or n-point
functions




Dφ e−S[φ]φ(x1) . . . φ(xn). (2.7)
Conformal invariance places a strong constraint on the form that (2.7) can take. Let us assume














Poincaré invariance implies that 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)〉 can only depend on distance x12 := |x1 − x2|.





Conformal invariance under special conformal transformation
x′µ =
xµ − bµx2
1− 2b · x+ b2x2
(2.10)
imposes additional requirement that C12 vanishes if ∆1 6= ∆2. In this case, by redefining our





if ∆1 = ∆2,
0 otherwise.
(2.11)









Unlike in the case of two point functions, we can no longer do field redefinition, so constants
C123 depend on which particular conformal field theory we are looking at.
We saw that conformal invariance imposes very strong constraints on two and three point
functions. However, this does not generalize to 4-point functions. The reason is that given four







so conformal invariance does not fix higher point functions.
1This does not always happen and failure to do so is called conformal anomaly [12,94].
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2.3 Two dimensional conformal field theory
In two dimensions we can use the tools available to us from complex analysis to understand
conformal mappings. In order to do that let us complexify coordinates on the plane as
z = x+ iy, z̄ = x− iy. (2.14)
We can treat these z and z̄ as two independent complex variables. So we went from R2 to C2
but in the end we will have to identify z̄ with the complex conjugate z∗ to get physical results.
Theorem 2.1 (Conformal mapping theorem [96]). If f : D → C is analytic then f preserves
angles at each point z0 ∈ D where f ′(z0) 6= 0.
A natural question is what is the group of conformal transformations f on C. Liouville’s
theorem tells that f must be either constant or unbounded. So to have interesting conformal
transformations we need to break analyticity at a point and consider functions on C ∪ {∞}.





where a, b, c, d ∈ C and ad− bc = 1 and hence isomorphic to SL(2,C)/Z2. In particular we can
obtain arbitrary dilations, rotations and translations by z 7→ az + b and it contains inversion
z−1, so we can obtain special conformal transformations as well. As before, fields that transform
via (2.4) are called quasi-primary. In two dimensions this definition also applies to fields with








Then quasi-primary fields transform under the Möbius transformations z 7→ f(z) and z̄ 7→ f̄(z̄)
as
φ′(f(z), f̄(z̄) = f ′(z)−hf̄ ′(z̄)−h̄φ(z, z̄). (2.17)
We can go further and break analyticity at two points. Without the loss of generality they
can be taken to be z = 0 and z = ∞. Then infinitesimal version of conformal transformation
is given by Laurent series in some open neighbourhood around 0





and similarly for z̄.
Definition 2.1. The fields that transform like (2.17) under local conformal transformations
(2.18) are called primary fields.
















These form two copies of an infinite dimensional Witt algebra [ln, lm] = (n − m)ln+m [97].
When we consider quantum fields we get Virasoro algebra
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m +
c
12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0, (2.22)
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where constant c is the central charge that will be discussed later. So, Virasoro algebra is the
central extension of Witt algebra.
Note that l−1, l0, l1 generate translations, rotations and special conformal transformations
that give rise to Möbius transformations, so every primary operator is also a quasi-primary
operator.
2.3.1 Correlation functions in 2D CFT
The expressions for correlation functions in equations (2.11) and (2.12) in two dimensional CFT
can be written in complex coordinates. Suppose we have primary fields φ1 and φ2 with equal
conformal dimensions h1 = h2 = h and h̄1 = h̄2 = h̄. Then two point function is given by






Three point functions can be written in complex coordinates analogously. However, four point





and with the help of Möbius transformation we can always map four arbitrary points to
∞, z, 1, 0.
Definition 2.2. Canonical four point function G(z, z̄) is defined to be




4 〈φ1(z4, z̄4)φ2(z, z̄)φ3(1, 1)φ4(0, 0)〉 . (2.25)
One of the interesting features of CFTs was discovered by Wilson and Zimmermann [98].
Suppose we have CFT with all of its operators Ok. Then we can replace any pair of operators
in any n-point function with absolutely convergent sum
Oi(z, z̄)Oj(w, w̄) =
∑
k
Ckij(z − w, z̄ − w̄)Ok(w, w̄). (2.26)
In general this expansion is singular in the w → z limit. For quasi primary operators we can







Expressions like (2.26), (2.27) are called Operator Product Expansion (OPE) and are particu-
larly interesting when one of the operators is energy-momentum tensor.
2.3.2 Energy-momentum tensor
Two dimensional conformal field theory must have a symmetric energy momentum tensor just
like other QFTs





This is a quasi-primary operator, so it only transforms as a tensor under Möbius transforma-
tions.













So in order to have invariance of the action δS = 0 we must require tracelessness of stress-energy
tensor
Tµµ = 0. (2.30)
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Hence, in two dimensions Tµν has two independent components. In addition, conservation
equation ∂µTµν = 0 states that ∂z̄Tzz = 0. So in complex coordinates we can define holomorphic
and antiholomorphic components of energy momentum tensor
T := −Tzz(z), T̄ := −Tz̄z̄(z̄). (2.31)
Let us look at OPEs of primary field O whose conformal dimensions are h and h̄ with T
and T̄ . It can be shown that OPE terminates at (z − w)−2 term [95]





+ finite terms, (2.32)





+ finite terms. (2.33)
So primary fields have a fairly simple OPE. Another interesting example is energy momentum
tensor with itself. It follows from conformal symmetry [95] that two point function must
terminate at (z − w)−4 term. However, this quartic term is dependent on the theory









+ finite terms, (2.34)
where constant c is called central charge. We can similarly define c̄ via OPE of T̄ T̄ . Equation
(2.34) shows that T is only quasi-primary operator with conformal dimension h = 2. Hence, T











where Schwarzian derivative is defined as










2.3.3 Free boson field










where g is a normalization constant and can be fixed later.
The equation of motion is
∂z∂z̄φ = 0. (2.38)
Thus the solution splits into holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts
φ(z, z̄) = φL(z) + φR(z̄). (2.39)
Similarly, two point function for free boson also splits into modes and is equal to [93]
〈φ(z, z̄)φ(w, w̄)〉 = − 1
4πg
(log(z − w) + log(z̄ − w̄)) . (2.40)
This also shows that free boson is not a primary operator. But, for example, ∂zφ or ∂z̄φ are
primary operators and with correlator is given by

















This can be rewritten in complex coordinates. Note that quantized energy momentum tensor
also needs normal ordering, so that vacuum expectation value vanishes [95]
T (z) = −g:∂φ∂φ:, (2.43)
where normal ordering is defined to be
:∂φ∂φ: = lim
w→z
(∂φ(z)∂φ(w)− 〈∂φ(z)∂φ(w)〉) . (2.44)
So OPE of T with itself is












+ finite terms. (2.46)
Hence, this theory has central charge c = 1. Had we considered a theory with two boson
fields φ and ψ, T would have terms corresponding to both fields and we would have obtained
c = 2. So central charge c scales with the number of fields although not every field contributes
1, e.g. fermions contribute 12 .
2.4 Entanglement entropy in 2D CFT
Let us consider some examples of states in 2D CFT and calculate Rényi entropy of an interval
of length L on a plane. One of the special features of conformal field theories is that each local
operator in the CFT corresponds to the state and vice versa, so in order to uniquely specify
the state it is enough to give operator and the point where operator is inserted [100]. Suppose
we want to insert operator O at point −l. Then we can construct a state
|Ψ〉 = NO(−l, t) |0〉 , (2.47)
where N is the normalization factor to ensure tr(ρ) = 1. This state has a corresponding density
matrix [101,102]
ρ(t) = e−iHteεHO†(−l, t) |0〉 〈0| O(−l, t)e−εHeiHt, (2.48)
where smearing parameter ε is required to regularize density matrix [103]. As we saw earlier,
when points in the OPE of local operator approach one another, there is a pole. It is even
more apparent how ε separates operator insertion points in complex coordinates (w, w̄) =
(x+ iτ, x− iτ) where τ is Euclidean time. Then operator is inserted at points
w1 = i(ε− it)− l, w2 = −i(ε+ it)− l, (2.49)
w̄1 = −i(ε− it)− l, w̄2 = i(ε+ it)− l. (2.50)
Then density matrix takes form
ρ = NO(w2, w̄2) |0〉 〈0| O†(w1, w̄1). (2.51)
According to replica trick we need to trace out region A = [0, L] in n copies of the plane that we




















Let us focus on the case n = 2 when we have two planes glued along the branch cut A. We
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Map (2.53) maps insertion points w1 and w2 to
z1 = −z3 =
√
l − t− iε
l + L− t− iε
(2.54)
z2 = −z4 =
√
l − t+ iε
l + L− t+ iε
. (2.55)
















where in the last equality we used that z3 = −z1 and z4 = −z2. Note that all dependence on
time and geometry of the problem (i.e. length of the entanglement interval L) is encoded in





(1, 0) when l < t < L+ l,
(0, 0) otherwise.
(2.57)
In other words cross ratio zA does not vanish when perturbation is traveling in the region of
entanglement A.
Four point function in (2.52) transforms under conformal map (2.53) as [102]
〈O(w1, w̄1)O†(w2, w̄2)O(w3, w̄3)O†(w4, w̄4)〉R2 = (4L)
−8h
∣∣∣∣ (z21 − 1)(z22 − 1)z1z2
∣∣∣∣8hG(zA, z̄A).
(2.58)
Thus for any two dimensional CFT we can write
∆S
(2)





Let us now consider an example with c = 1. Given a free boson φ(z, z̄) we can consider a
state excited with one of these primary operators















(|z|+ 1 + |1− z|). (2.62)
So operator O1 gives rise to vanishing Rényi entropy since zA → 0 (in fact all Rényi entropies
∆S
(n)
A vanish [101]). But Rényi entropy does not vanish for operator O2 when perturbation
travels in the region A
∆S
(2)
A = log 2 when l < t < L+ l. (2.63)
So Rényi entropy matches the one of the maximally entangled state in two level system in
quantum mechanics. Later, in chapter 4 we will look at energy momentum tensor for locally
excited states and confirm interpretation of this state as entangled Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) pair [104].
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2.5 Some useful results in 2D CFTs
2.5.1 Twist operators
We saw an example how Rényi entropy can be computed on n-sheeted Riemann surface. Sup-
pose our branch cut is an interval A = [L1, L2]. Then, following (2.53) we can map L1 and L2









An alternative way to calculate Rényi entropy is to start with a field that lives on a complex
plane and promote it to live on each of n-copies of the plane, i.e. consider CFT on cyclic orbifold
Cn/Zn (c.f. equation (1.61) where we compute tr ρn = ZnZn ). Then gluing along the boundary
can be implemented by inserting primary twist operators at the ends of branch cut. Their role
is to create conical defects that are equivalent to computing (2.65). Then partition function of
orbifolded theory can be computed as correlator of twist operators [57,105,106].
We can read off conformal dimension of twist operators from transformation properties











(w − L1)2(w − L2)2
. (2.66)
Finally, compare it to 〈T (w)σ(L1)σ̃(L2)〉C which is fixed by conformal invariance to read off
















Therefore, in a two dimensional CFT with entanglement interval A the entanglement entropy
is
SA = 2 · 4 ·
c
24





log L2 − L1
εUV
, (2.69)
which matches the result in AdS3 given in (1.72).
2.5.2 Four point functions for twist operators
In order to compute entanglement entropy of excited states we will have to compute correlators
like G(z, z̄) = 〈ψσσ̃ψ〉 in the n→ 1 limit. In this limit conformal dimension of twist operators
(2.67) goes to 0, so we will call those operators light.
Such correlators were considered in [107, 108]. Four point functions can be expanded using
OPE in terms of CFT data (this is known as conformal block expansion).
When we have two light and to heavy operators the terms in the OPE expansion become
exponentials [109, 110]. The argument of exponentials is proportional to c, so in the c → ∞
limit sum is dominated by one term. This allows to derive [110]



















Note that all information about perturbation is in αψ and z does not depend on hψ.
2.5.3 Thermofield double state
Let us now return to thermofield double state that we already considered in quantum mechanical
systems. We can consider it for two non-interacting 2D CFTs as well. We will show that one
sided and two sided correlators are related [111]. Recall that thermofield double state was
constructed as purification of some thermal CFT. Given operator O in the CFT we will have
two operators OL and OR in the purified theory acting in the left and right CFTs respectively.
Single sided correlation functions in thermofield double state are given by thermal correlators
〈Ψβ | OL(x1, t1) . . .OL(xn, tn) |Ψβ〉 = trL (ρL(β)OL(x1, t1) . . .OL(xn, tn)) . (2.72)
In particular two point correlator is
〈Ψβ |OL(x, 0)O†L(y, t)|Ψβ〉 =
∑
n,m
e−βEn+it(En−Em) 〈n|LOL(x, 0)|m〉L 〈m|LO
†
L(y, 0)|n〉L (2.73)
On the other hand, two-sided correlator can be written as















Operators OL,R are copies of the same operator O, so 〈m|LO†L(y, 0)|n〉L = 〈m|RO
†
R(y, 0)|n〉R.
Observe that (2.73) and (2.74) evaluated at t + iβ/2 are the same. Therefore one-sided and
two-sided correlators in thermofield double state are related via







or in other words by shifting Euclidean time halfway through imaginary thermal circle
t 7→ t+ iβ
2
. (2.76)
So quantum entanglement of initial state is responsible for non-trivial correlators between two
CFTs even though they do not interact.
The TFD state is also related to the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism that allows us to compute
time evolution in non-equilibrium systems. In this formalism we are doubling the degrees of
freedom Φ of some system into conjugate pairs (ΦL,ΦR) [67] and then we find S-matrix by
integrating in the complex time plane from t = −∞ to t = +∞ then backwards in time but
under the real axis with =(t) = −iσ [112]. We can compare this with definition of TFD state
where left and right fields are separated by imaginary time iβ/2. Thus by considering contour





Entropy of Rotating BTZ Black
Hole
In this chapter we will compute the holographic entanglement entropy for rotating BTZ black
holes (see subsection 1.5.2) to gain some intuition how entanglement entropy calculations work.
This example is interesting because it is possible to introduce rotation while still keeping prob-
lems relatively simple unlike in four dimensional analogue, Kerr-AdS black hole [73].
The BTZ black hole metric (1.73) is stationary but not static except for the non-rotating
case r− = 0. As stressed in section 1.5, to compute holographic entanglement entropy in non-
static spacetimes, we need to use covariant proposal of Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT).
In fact entanglement entropy of rotating BTZ black hole was one of the examples considered
in [64] to illustrate the general proposal. This was computed by mapping the BTZ metric to




























where geodesics can be computed easier as was discussed in subsection 1.5.1. Similarly to
hyperbolic plane, spacelike geodesics correspond to semi-circles [58]. Using the holographic
entanglement entropy in Poincaré coordinates of AdS and expressing it in rotating BTZ co-























where central charge c is related to three dimensional Newton constant via c = 3R/(2G3) [114].
This matches their independent 2d CFT derivation. In chapter 6 we will discuss similar maps
when calculating entanglement entropy of locally perturbed rotating BTZ.
In three spacetime dimensions, codimension-2 extremal spacelike surfaces become space-like
geodesics. In this chapter we will rederive equation (3.5) by analytically computing the spacelike
1We can interpret T± as the temperatures of the left and right moving modes in the dual CFT.
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geodesics in rotating BTZ black holes satisfying the covariant HRT boundary conditions.
3.1 Spacelike geodesics in rotating BTZ
3.1.1 Variational problem























f(r) = (r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−). (3.7)
The length of extremal geodesics corresponds to holographic entanglement entropy when we
impose two additional boundary conditions. Equal boundary time condition is
tf − ti ≡
sf∫
si
ṫ ds = 0. (3.8)
The holographic entanglement entropy is expected to match the CFT answer at time t = ti = tf .
We would like to consider the entanglement entropy of the region with length 2L. This








These boundary conditions automatically impose requirement for geodesics to be spacelike.
Points at the end of the region of interest on the boundary are spacelike separated, so there are
no causal geodesics connecting them.
3.1.2 Equations of motion
Minimizing equation (3.6) is standard problem in variational calculus. Let us denote the inte-
grand of (3.6) by L. The Lagrangian L is independent of both φ and t, so Noether’s theorem
gives us two conserved charges H and K
∂L
∂φ̇









gµν ẋµẋν , (3.10)
∂L
∂ṫ











gµν ẋµẋν . (3.11)


















On the other hand, we can eliminate
√


































2In this chapter we will use units such that radius of AdS is R = 1.
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We obtain just one solution
ṫ =
−Kr2 +Hr+r−
Kr+r− +H(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
φ̇. (3.15)










Kr+r− +H(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
]2 φ̇2. (3.16)
Let us now impose equal time boundary condition (3.8). We change integration variable to r






dr = 0. (3.17)















K2r2 − 2HKr+r− + f(r)−H2(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
−Kr2 +Hr+r−







K2r2 − 2HKr+r− + f(r)−H2(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
dr. (3.18)




(y − r2+)(y − r2−)
√
K2y − 2HKr+r− + (y − r2+)(y − r2−)−H2(y − r2+ − r2−)
dy.
(3.19)
So we have the integral of the form∫
Ay +B
(y − C)(y −D)
√
(y − E)2 − F 2
dy, (3.20)













(H2 −K2 + r2+ + r2−)2 − r2+r2− + 2HKr+r− −H2(r2+ + r2−). (3.22)
We will argue in subsection 3.1.3 why F 2 > 0 (so F ∈ R).

















K2r2 − 2HKr+r− + f(r)−H2(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
dr (3.24)





Let us find the points where drdφ = 0. From equation (3.16) we can see that possibilities are
either r+, r− or roots of
K2r2 − 2HKr+r− + f(r)−H2(r2 − r2+ − r2−) = 0. (3.25)
F = 0 case (single turning point) does not work because the integrals diverge at the turning
point. Therefore, we must choose the case when quadratic equation has two roots. This justifies
the previous convention that F 2 > 0. Turning points are given by
r2? = E ± F. (3.26)
We will assume that spacelike geodesics do not probe deep enough to reach r+. Actually,
geodesics only reach point E + F . The integrand of (3.20) is not even defined for E − F <
y < E + F which again indicates that we cannot see such geodesics. This phenomena happens
more generally in spacetimes away from pure AdS [115] and the regions not probed by spacelike
geodesics are called entanglement shadows3.
3.1.4 Evaluating the integral





(y − C)(y −D)
√





(u+ E − C)(u+ E −D)
√
u2 − F 2
du.
(3.27)













AF coshw +AE +B
(F coshw + E − C)(F coshw + E −D) dw. (3.29)
Now we apply the rationalizing substitution












(AF −AE −B)z2 +AF +AE +B
[(F − E + C)z2 + F + E − C] [(F − E +D)z2 + F + E −D]
dz, (3.30)
3Another interesting class of geometries where entanglement shadows exist are conical defects [115]. We will
discuss them in chapter 5.
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We write the integrand as
α
(F − E + C)z2 + F + E − C
+
β
(F − E +D)z2 + F + E −D
.
provided that C 6= D (non-extreme case). We will also assume that F + E − C 6= 0 as well as
F + E −D 6= 0. So
(F − E +D)α+ (F − E + C)β = (AF −AE −B), (3.31)
(F + E −D)α+ (F + E − C)β = (AF +AE +B). (3.32)




, β = −AD +B
C −D
. (3.33)






Its value depends on whether az2 + b = 0 has real roots, or not, i.e. whether ab > 0 or ab < 0.
(F − E + C)(F + E − C) = F 2 − (E − C)2 = −(Hr− −Kr+)2 < 0. (3.35)














(r2+ − r2−)|Hr+ −Kr−|
tanh−1
√
E −D − F
E −D + F
−
2(Ar2+ +B)
(r2+ − r2−)|Hr− −Kr+|
tanh−1
√
E − C − F
E − C + F
. (3.37)
If we impose equal time boundary condition (I = 0, A = −K,B = Hr+r−) we get the following
relation
sgn(Hr+ −Kr−) r− tanh−1
√
E −D − F
E −D + F
= sgn(Hr− −Kr+) r+ tanh−1
√
E − C − F
E − C + F
. (3.38)
Let us impose the second boundary condition
L =−






E −D − F
E −D + F
+






E − C − F
E − C + F
, (3.39)
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E −D − F








E − C − F
E − C + F
. (3.40)
3.1.5 Solving for boundary conditions






E −D − F
E −D + F
. (3.41)






E − C − F
E − C + F
. (3.42)
Equations (3.41) and (3.42) are simpler but are still independent and contain all information
from (3.38) and (3.40). We can use them to find F and E.
tanh2 r+L =
E −D − F
E −D + F
, (3.43)
tanh2 r−L =
E − C − F
E − C + F
. (3.44)
We rewrite these equations using cosh 2x = 1+tanh2 x

























We can also find E in terms of the given parameters r+, r− and L
E =
r2+ cosh(2r+L)− r2− cosh(2r−L)
cosh(2r+L)− cosh(2r−L)
=









Let us use equations (3.21) and (3.22) to find H and K
H2 −K2 = 2E − (r2+ + r2−), (3.50)
F 2 = E2 − r2+r2− + 2HKr+r− −H2(r2+ + r2−). (3.51)





− − 2E −












(E2 − F 2 + r2+r2−)(r2+ + r2−)− 4r2+r2−E
)
+(F 2−E2+r2+r2−)2 = 0. (3.53)
A straightforward calculation shows that this equation has two positive solutions (by Vieta’s
formulae). They are given by
H =
r+ sinh(2r+L)± r− sinh(2r−L)
cosh(2r+L)− cosh(2r−L)
. (3.54)
If we take a minus sign then the result agrees with the non rotating and extreme limits4 (see
section 3.2).
H =




















(H2 −K2 + 2r2+)2 − r4+ + 2HKr2+ − 2H2r2+.
The second boundary condition (3.24) has A = H, B = (K − 2H)r2+.




(AF −AE −B)z2 +AF +AE +B
[(F − E +D)z2 + F + E −D]2
dz, (3.57)
After a long but straightforward calculation we obtain
I =
AD +B










−(F − E +D)(F + E −D)(F − E +D)(F + E −D)
.
(3.58)








E −D − F
E −D + F
. (3.59)











E −D − F
E −D + F
. (3.60)
This can be simplified using (3.59)
H −K = 1
L
. (3.61)
Hence, equation (3.59) is exactly the same as in non-extreme case (3.41). However, we do not
have an analogue of equation (3.42), so we have to solve equations for H. Equation (3.59) now




E − r2+ − F













± r+ coth(2Lr+). (3.64)
We can now compute F using (3.63)
H +K = 2H − 1
L
= ±2r+ coth(2Lr+). (3.65)















Hence, we obtained the value which one would expect by taking a limit r− → r+.
3.2.2 Non rotating BTZ





E − C − F
E − C + F
= 0. (3.69)
So either K = 0 or E−C−F = 0. However, the second condition actually simplifies to K = 0.
The other boundary condition is still given by (3.45) (with D = K = 0). We can write it in
terms of H
(H2 + r2+)























To pick the correct branch we will use a continuity argument. Values of E, F and H must be
continuous. There is only one consistent solution in the extremal case, so we have to pick the
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second sign in the general case and the first sign in non-rotating case:















Note that the other branch has H = r+ tanh(r+L) and it is not possible to obtain it as a limit
of a general case.
3.3 Entanglement entropy



































Kr2 − 2HKr+r− + f −H(r2 − r2+ − r2−)
dr. (3.82)
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which precisely matches equation (3.5) as we wanted to show. In later chapters when we
consider perturbations of the BTZ black hole we will see this term as the main contribution.
Note, that in this calculation it was more convenient to use the length of entanglement region
to be 2L and not L as in later chapters.
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Chapter 4
Rényi entropy of locally excited
thermal states
One advantage of the concept of entanglement entropy over thermal entropy is that it holds
for out of equilibrium systems where there is no well defined temperature. A particular class
of such systems are perturbations of thermal states. These perturbations have two interesting
subclasses: global and local quenches. Global quenches are perturbations arising due to a
global change of parameters in the Hamiltonian [103, 116–119]. I.e. we start with a system in
equilibrium, then some process suddenly changes the Hamiltonian thus putting the system out
of equilibrium. Recently, local quenches [120] that can be produced by a change of parameters
of the system in some localized region have become increasingly popular.
In chapter 2 we considered the second Rényi entropy for a free boson in two dimensional CFT
in a ground state. Our goal in this chapter is to compute the time evolution of Rényi entropy
and mutual information for perturbations of thermal states. We will do the calculation for a
free boson and also for large c two dimensional CFTs. As discussed in chapter 1, large c CFTs
are particularly interesting from the point of view of holography. We expect the dual gravity
picture to involve a perturbed black hole. We will postpone the connection to holography till
section 5.5.
4.1 Energy momentum of excited state at finite tempera-
ture
Before we proceed with Rényi entropy calculations, let us determine the physical interpretation
of a thermal state perturbed by a primary operator. The physical interpretation of a vacuum
state perturbed by a primary operator was discussed in [121]. It was shown that the energy
density after a local quench consists of two lumps of energy traveling at a speed of light to
opposite directions and can be interpreted as an entangled EPR pair. Also, the analysis in
this section will allow us to quantify the total energy of the perturbation. In order to compute
energy density on a cylinder we will first compute in on a complex plane and then use the
exponential map to map everything to the cylinder.
The state is created by the primary operator O having conformal dimensions (h, h̄) inserted
at x = −l < 0 and time tω = 0. Then we evolve the state in time with exp(−iHt). Density
matrix of such state is
ρ(t) = N · O(w2, w̄2) |0〉 〈0| O†(w1, w̄1). (4.1)
where N is a normalization constant and
w1 = t− l + iε, w2 = t− l − iε, (4.2)
w̄1 = −t− l − iε, w̄2 = −t− l + iε. (4.3)
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The energy density is then given by












Two and three point functions can be determined by conformal invariance
〈O†(w2, w̄2)O(w1, w̄1)〉 =
1
(w2 − w1)2h(w̄2 − w̄1)2h̄
. (4.5)
Conformal dimensions of T and T̄ are (hT , h̄T ) = (2, 0) and (hT̄ , h̄T̄ ) = (0, 2) respectively.
Unlike generic three point function, that is only determined up to a constant, three-point
function which has energy momentum tensor is fully determined by a special structure of OPEs
of energy momentum tensor with a primary operator (2.32).
〈O†(w2, w̄2)T (x, x)O(w1, w̄1)〉 =
h
(w2 − x)2(x− w1)2(w2 − w1)2h−2(w̄2 − w̄1)2h̄,
(4.6)
and similarly for antiholomorphic coordinates.




(x+ l − t)2 + ε2
)2 + h̄(




We see two lumps of energy moving into opposite direction as was discussed in [121]. They
have widths ε and in the limit ε→ 0 can be approximated by Dirac’s delta function. Thus the







4.1.1 Energy density on the cylinder
Instead of considering energy density for CFT on the plane we can consider it on the cylinder.
Let us focus on the holomorphic part for simplicity. Antiholomorphic part is exactly the
same but t comes with minus sign and w1 is interchanged with w2 (which does not affect
anything). Then from equations (4.6) and (4.5) we obtain
〈Ttt(x, x̄)〉hol =
h(w2 − w1)2
(w2 − x)2(w1 − x)2
. (4.9)








































































So the sum of (4.14) and (4.15) has a piece that is well known energy density of unperturbed





and two identical narrow lumps of energy of width ε/β moving in opposite directions. Note
that it is also possible to study asymmetric lumps by considering perturbations by derivative
operators [122].
4.2 Rényi entropy for 2d CFTs in a perturbed thermal
state
4.2.1 Free bosons
Let us return to an example that we considered in section 2.4. We can generalize it to a thermal
state perturbed by a primary operator O2 from equation (2.60) and find corrections to Rényi
entropy which was equal to log 2 (see equation (2.63)).
Since the vacuum result did not depend on the length of the interval L, let us consider
region of the entanglement to be A = [0,∞]. Density matrix is given by
ρ(t) = NO(x2, x̄2)e−βHO†(x1, x̄1), (4.17)
with the insertion points as before in (4.2). The second Rényi entropy is given by
∆S
(2)
A = − log
[











β − 1. (4.19)
This map can be derived as a composition of conformal maps. Firstly, we map each cylinder with
a cut A = [0,∞] to the plane with a cut [1,∞] using the exponential map w(x) = exp(2πx/β).
Secondly, we subtract 1 to go back to [0,∞]. Finally, we use the uniformization map z2(w) = w
to map two planes to one.
Again, Rényi entropy will be given by equation (2.59). The only difference is finite temper-












































































sinh2 πβ (t+ l)
+O(ε4). (4.22)
Note that for t  l expressions for cross-rations simplify even further as time dependence is
exponentially suppressed. However, as we can see in Figure 4.2–Figure 4.5, growth of entan-
glement entropy is time dependent process. At early times, time dependence is important but






1 + |zA|+ |1− zA|
)
= log 2− πε
β
+O(ε2). (4.23)
So entanglement between EPR pairs is partially disrupted by the presence of thermal fluctua-
tions.
4.2.2 Large c general 2d CFT
In order to compare results to AdS/CFT gravity dual it would be interesting to consider large c
CFT as in [123]. We will consider perturbation by a primary operator with conformal dimension
h such that 1  h  c. It was shown in [124] that Rényi entropy of vacuum state perturbed
by such primary operator is
∆S
(2)






Note that entropy growth is unbounded because we consider semi-infinite entanglement regions
rather than finite intervals. Our goal in this section will be to determine what is the effect
non-zero temperature on the result above.
In this limit we can use approximation for canonical four point function [125]
G(z, z̄) ≈ |z|−4h. (4.25)
Hence, equation (2.59) becomes
∆S
(2)
A = −4h log |1− zA|. (4.26)
The cross ratios in equation (4.20) depend on whether t < l or vice versa. At early times
both zA and z̄A → 0, so Rényi entropy ∆S(2)A vanishes. On the other hand, for t > l we have
that zA → 1 but z̄A → 0. Thus Rényi entropy is
∆S
(2)






So the difference from the zero temperature case where Rényi entropy diverges logarithmically
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in time is that β adds a time cut-off tmax = β2π . This has a nice interpretation in terms of
a gravity dual theory. Empty anti-de Sitter space corresponds to the zero temperature case.
On the other hand, gravity dual of a thermal state is a black hole. As mentioned earlier, local
quench can be modelled by a massive particle. In the black hole background particle falls into
the black hole, so we interpret tmax as the proper time it takes for the particle to reach black
hole horizon.
4.3 Rényi mutual information in the thermofield double
state
In previous sections we discussed the formalism introduced in [101,102,124] to compute Rényi
entanglement entropies in 2d CFTs whose thermal states are locally excited by a primary
operator. This formalism can be extended to thermofield double state. Mutual information











Figure 4.1: Cylinder with two cuts. CFTL is at τ = 0 and CFTR is at τ = 12β.
Let us consider TFD state with semi-infinite cuts A = [0,∞] in CFTL and B = [b,∞] in
CFTR as shown in Figure 4.1. Both branch cuts live on a single manifold but interval B is
located at t = iβ/2 as discussed in subsection 2.5.3. We perturb the TFD by the insertion of a
local primary operator OL acting on CFTL at x = −l, t = 0. In this system we will investigate










Time evolution of TFD state depends on the choice of Hamiltonian. It is up to us to choose a
particular Hamiltonian but there are two natural choicesHL⊗IR±IL⊗HR (see subsection 1.5.3).
Therefore, we will consider two different density operators
ρ(t) = N e−i(HL−HR)te−εHLOL(−l) |Ψβ〉 〈Ψβ | O†L(−l)e
−εHLei(HL−HR)t
≡ NOL(x2, x̄2) |Ψβ〉 〈Ψβ | O†L(x1, x̄1) ,
(4.29)
where operator insertion points are
x1 = t− l + iε, x2 = t− l − iε, (4.30)
x̄1 = −t− l − iε, x̄2 = −t− l + iε. (4.31)
In this case the positions of the cuts are fixed.
On the other hand, the Hamiltonian HL +HR gives rise to the density matrix
ρ(t) = N e−i(HL+HR)te−εHLOL(−l) |Ψβ〉 〈Ψβ | O†L(−l)e
−εHLei(HL+HR)t
= NOL(x2, x̄2)e−i(HL+HR)t |Ψβ〉 〈Ψβ | ei(HL+HR)tO†L(x1, x̄1).
(4.32)
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Time evolution under HL + HR keeps the branch cut A as before. On the other hand,
branch cut B now starts at (xB , x̄B) = (b+ iβ/2 + 2t, b− iβ/2− 2t).
As before when we computed Rényi entropy, we can consider both CFT with a single free
boson and general large c 2d CFT.
4.3.1 Evolution under HL −HR
Let X = {A,B,A ∪ B}. The calculation of ∆S(2)X involves a 4-pt function which we compute











β x + e
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β x − 1
e
2π
β x + e
2πb
β
, for X = A ∪B .
(4.33)
The same maps apply for z̄(x̄).

















































































































































Free boson. We can compute Rényi mutual information using (2.62) and (2.59) with two















Since we only perturbed CFTL it is natural to expect that at the leading order nothing happens
in CFTR.









1 + |zA∪B |+ |1− zA∪B |
(1 + |zA|+ |1− zA|)
)
. (4.38)
Time evolution of (4.38) is shown in Figure 4.2. We see that ∆S(2)A∪B ≈ ∆S
(2)























Figure 4.2: Growth of the Rényi entanglement entropies and mutual information for free scalar





, l = 1 and b = 4. Note that small increase of
























Figure 4.3: Growth of the Rényi entanglement entropies and mutual information for generic





, l = 1 and
b = 4.
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But ∆S(2)A∪B quickly approaches log 2 for t > l+ b. So the difference of mutual information from








Large c CFT. Similarly, mutual information for large c 2d CFT is given by
∆I
(2)






In this case time evolution of mutual information is shown in Figure 4.3. As found in equa-
tion (4.27), ∆S(2)A saturates. On the other hand ∆S
(2)







(t− l − b). (4.41)
4.3.2 Evolution under HL +HR
Rényi mutual information can be computed as before but we have to take into account the new
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β x − 1
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β x̄ − 1
e
2π
β x̄ + e
2π
β (b−2t)
, for A ∪B
(4.42)
Notice these maps encode the time evolution of the cuts inserted at τ = iβ2 through the shifts
b→ b+ 2t for functions of x and b→ b− 2t for functions of x̄, when compared with the maps
(4.33). But they still satisfy z3 = −z1 and z4 = −z2, so we can use equation (2.59) to compute
Rényi entropy.








































































































































































Figure 4.4: Growth of the Rényi entanglement entropies and mutual information for free scalar

























Figure 4.5: Growth of the Rényi entanglement entropies and mutual information for generic





, l = 1 and
b = 4.
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t < l+ b, Rényi entropy and mutual information behave just like in HL−HR case for both free
boson and generic large c CFT.
At late time for free boson CFT, Rényi entropy ∆S(2)A∪B approaches
∆S
(2)











In the large c limit we need to be slightly more careful and take into an account contribution








A:B ' 4h log
(
|1− zA∪B |
|1− zA||1− zB |
)
. (4.47)














A:B(t) = 0. (4.49)
4.3.3 Physical interpretation
We showed that energy density of local quench consists of two entangled localized energy lumps
traveling in opposite directions at the speed of light. Perturbation does not reach the region of
entanglement until t = l. Therefore, all Rényi entanglement entropies are suppressed for times
0 < t < l. It is also hard for perturbation in CFTL to affect entanglement in CFTR. In all four
cases we had SB approximately thermal.
Let us now consider what happens with H = HL − HR for free boson. Then one part of
EPR pair enters the entanglement region that is highly entangled with Bc, the complement of
entanglement region B in CFTR as shown in Figure 4.6. However, entanglement entropy has a
property that limits simultaneous entanglement with two distinct parties [127]. Therefore, for
l < t < l+ b, both ∆SA and ∆SA∪B are reduced by O( εβ ). On the other hand, this mechanism
does not apply to ∆SA∪B for times t > l+ b because there is no original entanglement between
degrees of freedom in CFTL located at x > b and Bc in CFTR.
In the large c case we deal with strongly interacting CFT, so it is harder to give qualitative
interpretation. In this case ∆SA∪B grows linearly. Our results suggest that breaking of original
entanglement between A and B lasts forever. In case of evolution with H = HL + HR, the
interpretation is similar but we have to take into account that the position of cut B moves
with time, so only entanglement between A and Bc is broken but not between A and B, this







Figure 4.6: The structure of entanglement in thermofield double state at t = 0. We insert local




Scrambling time from local
perturbations of the eternal BTZ
black hole
In this chapter we compute entanglement entropy and mutual information for the thermofield
double state perturbed by a local operator using twist operators (see section 2.5). Unlike in the
case of uniformization maps used in chapter 4, this calculation will depend on a four point func-
tion. We will evaluate this using the results valid at large c reviewed in subsection 2.5.2. This
will allow us to compute the von Neumann mutual information and to extract the scrambling
time from our definition (1.74).
After the CFT calculation, we describe the same calculation in the bulk gravitational theory.
This is done by using the observation that local CFT quenches can be modelled by a free falling
particle in AdS [121], whose back-reaction on the metric can be computed analytically in three
dimensions. We note that this setup can be approximated by shock wave geometries [84,89–91].
We will not pursue this direction here, though it has the advantage of being generalisable to
higher dimensions. To describe TFD in 2d with two Hilbert spaces we will consider BTZ in
Kruskal coordinates and two asymptotic regions as in [77]. We will determine how massive
particles back-react on the geometry of BTZ black hole. This step provides the holographic
description of the local CFT quench. Once the bulk geometry is known, we compute the
holographic entanglement entropy using the RT prescription. This is achieved by noticing that
geometries are locally AdS3. CFT and gravity results agree precisely.
5.1 Local perturbation of TFD state
We are interested in what happens when we locally perturb TFD state. This can be done
by inserting a primary operator ψ in the CFTL at time −tω in the past1. However, when
we calculate density matrix, we will have two copies of ψ inserted at the same point. This
can be avoided by spreading out perturbation on a scale ε. We choose ε to be much larger
than ultraviolet cut-off but other limits can be investigated too. Now, we can write down
time-evolved reduced density matrix
ρL(t) = N e−iHLte−εHLψ(0,−tω)e2εHL+βHLψ†(0,−tω)e−εHLeiHLt. (5.1)
5.2 Single sided entropy
Let us choose our region A to be a finite interval with endpoints y and y + L.
Instead of working on n−sheeted Riemann surface directly we can use twist operators that
glue different copies of the cylinder to compute entanglement entropy on non-replicated manifold
1tω here is entirely optional and is for convenience when comparing our results to other results in the literature
that use out of order correlators in the CFT and shock wave geometries in the bulk.
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Figure 5.1: Region A depicted on the thermal cylinder.
[57, 105]. Recall that we have to compute Rényi entropy (1.48) which requires us to compute
trace of ρnA. It can be expressed via twist operators as
tr ρnA(t) =
〈Ψ(x1, x̄1)σn(x2, x̄2)σ̃n(x3, x̄3)Ψ†(x4, x̄4)〉Cn(
〈ψ(x1, x̄1)ψ†(x4, x̄4)〉C1
)n , (5.2)
where Ψ = ψ1 · ψ2 · · ·ψn is the product of local perturbation operators in each copy of the
cylinder. Operator insertion points are
x1 = −iε, x2 = y − tω − t−, x3 = y + L− tω − t−, x4 = iε,
x̄1 = iε, x̄2 = y + tω + t−, x̄3 = y + L+ tω + t−, x̄4 = −iε,
conformal dimension of twist operators is








Two point function on the cylinder can be found by using exponential map (the same map




to map it to the plane where it is fixed by conformal invariance






To calculate 4-point function we should first map it from the cylinder using the same ex-
ponential map (5.4). Then we can simplify things further by mapping insertion points to the









, 1− z = w14w23
w13w24
. (5.7)
Primary fields transform as usual via equation (2.17). This allows us to write them in terms
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of canonical four point function G(z, z̄) on the complex plane.















)∣∣∣∣−4Hσ |1− z|4Hσσ(z, z̄)σ̃(1, 1). (5.9)
Similarly, ψ inserted at x1 and x4 is mapped to 0 and ∞.






)∣∣∣∣−4Hσ |1− z|4Hσ G(z, z̄). (5.10)
















log(|1− z|4HσG(z, z̄)). (5.11)
The first term is the Rényi entropy of 2d CFT in a thermal state. The second term is contri-
bution due to perturbation. Note that the dependence on the conformal dimension of the local
operator hψ is encoded in G(z, z̄). Once we have Rényi entropy we can take n → 1 limit. The
first term is the standard thermal entanglement entropy. We will be mostly focusing on the
second term, i.e. the difference between entanglement entropy of perturbed state and that of
thermal state.
5.2.1 Large c limit
In chapter 2 we discussed properties of 4-point functions involving two light and two heavy
operators that were considered in [107,108,110]. In this limit


















Entanglement entropy corresponding to region A has a thermal contribution because we are


























Equation (5.15) is exact so far and can be evaluated numerically but we can also work with
analytic formulas by expanding in the size of perturbation ε. Then cross-ratios (5.6) are















Logarithm has a branch cut on the complex plane, so we must choose appropriate phases
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for the cross-ratios. Imaginary part of z flips sign when t−+ tω ∈ (y, y+L), so (z, z̄) → (e2πi, 1)
for y < t+ tω < y + L and tends to (1, 1) for other regions. Hence,
∆SA =























5.3 Two sided entropy
5.3.1 SB
Calculation for region B on the second boundary is similar. This time twist operators are
inserted in CFTR, so we must add iβ2 to the insertion points of twist operators.
B











Figure 5.2: Region B depicted on the thermal cylinder.
Cross rations are

















Note that this time imaginary part does not flip sign for any time. Hence (z, z̄) → (1, 1) ∀t+.












This reproduces the CFT answer obtained by Cardy and Calabrese in [57].
5.3.2 SA∪B
Entanglement entropy of A ∪B involves calculating the 6-point function
tr ρnA∪B =




After mapping to the plane with exponential map (5.4) and another transformation to map
insertion points to the four standard points
z(w) =
(w1 − w)(w3 − w4)
(w1 − w3)(w − w4)
, (5.21)
we obtain the following 6-point function
〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(1, 1)σn(z5, z̄5)σ̃n(z6, z̄6)|ψ〉 . (5.22)
There are two ways in which we can expand 6-point function in terms of 4-point functions.
S-channel




〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(1, 1)|α〉 〈α|σn(z5, z̄5)σ̃n(z6, z̄6)|ψ〉 (5.23)
and T -channel




〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(z6, z̄6)|α〉 〈α|σn(z5, z̄5)σ̃n(1, 1)|ψ〉 . (5.24)
These channels in the CFT correspond to the two ways geodesic can wrap around the black hole
horizon [110] (also see Figure 1.2). So to compute entanglement entropy we need to minimize
over both channels.
For S-channel, we can write an operator product expansion (OPE) of twist operators
σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(1, 1) ∼ I+O ((z − 1)r) r ∈ N. (5.25)
The dominant contribution is just an identity operator. We will ignore all higher order terms.
Then summation over |α〉 reduces to state |ψ〉 due to orthogonality of 2-point functions∑
α
〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(1, 1)|α〉 〈α| ' 〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(1, 1)|ψ〉 〈ψ| (5.26)
So the first 4-pt function in equation (5.23) is the same as in SA while the second the same as
in SB . Hence, mutual information vanishes in S-channel.
For T -channel, the state |ψ〉 is again the dominant contribution. Equation (5.24) again
reduces to the product of two 4-point functions
〈ψ|σn(z5, z̄5)σ̃n(1, 1)|ψ〉 = G(z5, z̄5), (5.27)
〈ψ|σn(z, z̄)σ̃n(z6, z̄6)|ψ〉 = |1− z̃2|4Hσ |z2 − z6|−4HσG(z̃2, ¯̃z2), (5.28)


































As before, we need to check monodromies when we use cross-ratios in equation (5.12). All
antiholomorphic cross rations tend to 1. In fact this can be interpreted as antiholomorphic
modes moving to the opposite direction and they never reach entanglement region. On the
other hand, holomorphic cross ratios are z5 ' e−2πi for t− + tω > y + L and z̃2 ' e2πi for
t− + tω > y.





































































t− + tω > y + L, (5.35)
where ∆t = t− − t+.
5.4 Scrambling time
At early times t− + tω < y, perturbation has not reached the region of entanglement, so the










In the region (y, y + L) mutual information evolves as













It is notable that equation (5.37) is independent of the conformal dimension hψ.
At late times t− + tω > y + L > y the mutual information equals
























This defines late time behaviour of the mutual information and we are interested in the time
t?w called the scrambling time defined by [84]
IA:B(t
?
w) = 0 (5.39)
at t− = t+ = 0.
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In the limit t?ω  β we can approximate hyperbolic functions with exponentials. Then





















Due to the non-compactness of the 2d CFT, no recurrences were expected to be seen in our











and Eψ = πhψε is the total energy of our local excitation given by integrating the energy density
as in [124]. In this limit, the scrambling time reduces to




















The logS dependence is indeed consistent with the original fast scrambling conjecture [82,84].
5.4.1 Scrambling time when t− + t?w > y + L
In the calculation above we have calculated scrambling time in a certain limit. However,
approximations that we did above are not always valid. In particular, mutual information
diverges at y+L. In this section we will analyze our expressions more carefully and argue that
• Mutual information in the T -channel has at most one root.
• Mutual information is not increasing and is smooth at y + L.
It is useful to have expressions without using exponential approximation to investigate
uniqueness of the root of mutual information.

















































































































































T +A4 = 0. (5.50)
Vieta’s formulae immediately tell us that there are two positive roots.




































Roots must satisfy equation (5.45) but only positive root satisfies it while negative is an
artifact of squaring. Since t?ω > y + L, the left hand side must be larger than one and it would
seem that there is always a unique root in this region. However, we will see later that this is
an artifact of expansion in ε. In subsection 5.4.3 we will determine range of parameters when
the root is in this region.
5.4.2 Scrambling time when t− + t?w ∈ (y, y + L)
In this case the condition for vanishing mutual information is
sinh3 πL
β



















































Curiously, all dependence on αψ that carries the information about the perturbation cancels.
Second term in (5.56) is clearly less than L:







is always valid. Thus, the root, if it exists, belongs to the interval we are studying.






saturates to −1 very quickly. Thus, the root
does satisfy being very close to the edge of the interval, i.e. t?ω ∼ y + L.
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So it would seem that mutual information vanishes at two points, once in t−+t?w ∈ (y, y+L)
and once in t−+ t?w > y+L. However, this is not what we expect from physical considerations.
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Figure 5.3: Mutual information computed by using exact cross ratios. Parameters are y =
1, L = 10, β = 4, ε = 0.0001, αψ = 0.99999, c = 600.
In this section we will argue that one of the roots is in fact an artifact of first order expansion
in ε. We need to work in higher orders of ε to analyse situation more carefully. However, plugging
cross-ratios into Fitzpatrick, Kaplan, Walters formula (5.12) would result in overly complicated
expressions. To get some intuition about what is happening we can do numerical simulation
with exact cross-ratios. Figure 5.3 shows how mutual information behaves. Note that nothing
special happens at y or y+L, mutual information is smooth and monotonically decreasing until
it reaches 0 where we have to switch to S channel and this forces mutual information to be 0.
This differs from what we obtained in first order expansion in ε. In fact our approximation
breaks down close to y + L and more careful analysis is necessary. Not too close to y + L
numerically computed mutual information and the one computed using approximate cross ratios
matches nicely. However, close to y + L mutual information computed analytically behave
poorly, i.e. one-sided limits are
lim
tw→y+L−
IA:B(tw) = −∞, (5.58)
lim
tw→y+L+
IA:B(tw) = +∞. (5.59)
Expressions at higher orders in ε are extremely complicated, so we need to use other ap-
proaches. One possibility is to compare values of mutual information at points y + L − ε and
y + L+ ε.
Let us first consider condition
IA:B(y + L− ε) < 0, (5.60)
















Now, let us consider




























When neither condition is satisfied then the root must be in (y + L− ε, y + L+ ε).
Equations (5.62) and (5.65) show that for small perturbations when α→ 1 scrambling time
t?ω will satisfy t− + t?w > y + L, and approximations made while deriving equation (5.40) are
valid in this regime of parameters.
5.5 Holographic description
As discussed before, in AdS/CFT correspondence, in the semiclassical approximation we can
model the effect of local quench by adding a massive particle to bulk spacetime. In general,
back-reaction of the particle with mass m on metric is difficult to compute because it requires
solving full Einstein’s equations. However, in three dimensions Einstein’s gravity has no local
degrees of freedom, so it is possible to compute back-reaction by mapping [128] metric of eternal
BTZ to global AdS3 coordinates (r, τ, ϕ)
ds2 = −(r2 +R2)dτ2 + R
2
r2 +R2
dr2 + r2dϕ2. (5.66)
Back-reaction of particle located at the origin of AdS (r = 0) is known
ds2 = −(r2 +R2 − µ)dτ2 + R
2
r2 +R2 − µ
dr2 + r2dϕ2. (5.67)
where µ = 8GR2m is just a rescaled mass of a particle. Depending on the value of µ, this
geometry describes conical defect or BTZ black hole.
According to Ryu-Takayanagi proposal, holographic entanglement entropy is proportional
to the length of geodesic between two points on the boundary of the BTZ spacetime. We will
use the map between Kruskal coordinates and global AdS coordinates. The length between two
















1− µR2 = αψ carries the information about the perturbation, as in the CFT
discussion, ∆τ∞ = τ (2)∞ − τ (1)∞ and ∆ϕ∞ = ϕ(2)∞ − ϕ(1)∞ satisfies 0 < |∆ϕ∞| < π.
So our goal in the remainder of the chapter will be to find the positions of boundary points
in global AdS. Once we know them, we will see that entanglement entropy agrees with the
CFT result, thus mutual information and scrambling time must agree as well.
2In order to compare CFT and bulk results easier, we will write holographic entanglement entropy in terms





5.5.1 Free falling particle model














, θ ∼ θ + 2π (5.69)
where z = Rr is the inverse radial coordinate and M is the mass of black hole which is related
to its Hawking temperature as β = 2π√
M
.
In the CFT we considered fields without spin, so in the bulk we can choose particle to have











This action is independent of t, so we can use Noether’s theorem. After the change of variables




(x2 − 1)M − ẋ2. (5.71)












(x2 − 1)M − ẋ2 = −KM, (5.72)
for some constant K ∈ R \ {0}. This can be rearranged into
ẋ2 =Mx2 − (K−2 +M). (5.73)
After using initial conditions, the equation above becomes
ẋ2 =Mx2 − 1
1−Mε2
. (5.74)
Hence, we obtain a trajectory (t−(τ̃), z(τ̃), θ(τ̃)) of a free falling particle





satisfying initial condition z(−tω) = ε, ż(−tω) = 0. Note that our results hold for any time
tω. In particular, when the tω is large, they reproduce approximate description of the bulk
shock-wave propagation along the BTZ horizon [84, 91]. However, unlike back-reaction map
approach, bulk shock-wave generalizes to higher dimensions easier.
The energy of the particle is given by















5.5.2 Free falling particle in Kruskal coordinates
The BTZ metric in Kruskal coordinates3 is
ds2 = R2
−4dudv + (−1 + uv)2dφ2
(1 + uv)2
. (5.78)







Its equation of motion































Now we will map the free falling particle to the origin of AdS3 using a map from [128]. However,
we need a couple of adjustments. First, in BTZ geometry we put free falling particle at rest at
time −tω in the past instead of at t = 0. In Kruskal coordinates boosts in time direction are
implemented with
u 7→ eλ1u, v 7→ e−λ1v. (5.83)
Even with this boost the static particle at the origin of AdS in global coordinates does not
map to trajectory (5.81). In practice, it is possible to identify the necessary additional boost
by looking at AdS3 embedding coordinates. It turns out that boost in X1 − X3 plane with
an appropriately chosen rapidity λ2 works. In chapter 6 we will discuss how to identify the
necessary boost in more complicated scenarios. Then back-reaction map becomes√






























3Notation: note that we will use φ for angular coordinate in the context of Kruskal coordinates and θ in
the context of BTZ Schwarzschild coordinates. In this chapter
√
Mθ = φ. On the other hand, ϕ is completely
different angle describing global AdS.
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We can determine boost parameters λ1 and λ2 form the last two equations by squaring them.
Then
r =












Thus r = 0 gets mapped to geodesic v(u) if
λ1 =
√
Mtω , tanhλ2 =
√
1−Mε2 . (5.86)




∣∣∣∣1− uv1 + uv
∣∣∣∣







































5.5.4 Geodesics on the left boundary
Consider the entanglement regionA in BTZ geometry with endpoints (t−, z∞, L1) and (t−, z∞, L2).
In order to apply back-reaction map we first need to convert endpoints in the Schwarzschild
coordinates to endpoints in Kruskal coordinates. This map is different for left and right bound-































































M(t− + tω)| i = 1, 2 (5.94)
whereas the other coordinates are






























with i = 1, 2. The exact value of τ and ϕ depends on the value of t− + tω. There are three
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cases.
1. Early time: t− + tω < L1 < L2.
2. Intermediate time: L1 < t− + tω < L2.
3. Late time: L1 < L2 < t− + tω.






























∣∣∣D1 sinh√ML2 −D2 sinh√ML1∣∣∣ . (5.98)
Due to the identity







































Case 2: intermediate time. The boundary points are






























From them we can easily get the absolute values of the intervals






M(t− + tω) ,













Notice that in the small ε limit, |∆τ | and |∆ϕ| are close to each other


















































where ∆L = L2 − L1. This also perfectly matches our CFT result (5.17) after employing the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula.
Case 3: late time. This case is very similar to case 1. The boundary points

















are different from those in case 1 (5.97), but give rise to the same intervals (5.98). Hence,
entanglement entropy is still thermal.
5.5.5 Geodesics on the right boundary
The two endpoints of the entanglement region B in the right boundary are (t+, z∞, L1) and
(t+, z∞, L2). On the right boundary we will follow the same strategy as before but some signs
in the map between Schwarzschild and Kruskal coordinates are different.












M(t+ + tω)| i = 1, 2, (5.109)
whereas the other coordinates are

















In this case, no matter what the value of t+ is, the boundary points are identified as





























∣∣∣D1 sinh√ML2 −D2 sinh√ML1∣∣∣ . (5.112)
Using the identity




























This agrees with our CFT expression for SB in (5.19) and also agrees with what we obtained












5.5.6 Geodesics across the horizon
The calculation of geodesics across the horizon is again similar as before but there is an impor-
tant subtlety. Given entanglement region A ∪ B, the sum of lengths of geodesics connecting
the end points of A and the end points of B might be less than the length of geodesics across
the horizon connecting the end point of A to the end point of B (see Figure 5.4). This exactly
mirrors situation in the CFT when we considered S and T channels. In both cases this ensures
non-negativity of mutual information. In fact channel switching happens when SA∪B = SA+SB ,




Figure 5.4: Spatial cross-section of BTZ. There is a competition between green geodesics across
the horizon and blue geodesics connecting end points on the same boundary.
The endpoints of the entanglement region are (t∓, z∞, Li) and (t∓, z∞, Li). On the right
boundary we will follow the same strategy as before but some signs in the map between
Schwarzschild and Kruskal coordinates are different.












M(t− + tω)|, (5.117)




M(t+ + tω)|. (5.118)
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The other coordinates are

















































whereas at late times,
























The remaining coordinates for the right boundary point are
























In this case, they are always given by
















Case 1. At early times Li > t− + tω the interval differences are




∣∣∣D2 sinh√M(t− + tω) +D1 sinh√M (t+ + tω)∣∣∣ ,




∣∣∣D2 sinh√MLi −D1 sinh√MLi∣∣∣ . (5.129)























Case 3. In the late time regime, the interval differences equal
























Since they are very close, we have























































































SA + SB .
(5.138)
which matches with the CFT result (5.35).
Case 2. Finally, consider the intermediate time regime when L1 < t−+tω < L2. Calculation
for the first geodesic (θ = L1) is exactly the same as in case 3 but calculation for the second






















Again the entanglement entropy of A ∪B will be given by equation (5.138) which matches the
CFT result (5.34).
All entanglement entropies match their CFT equivalents, so bulk mutual information and
scrambling time will also match the CFT result.
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Chapter 6
Scrambling time from local
perturbations of the rotating
BTZ black hole
In this chapter we would like to generalize our results from chapter 5 to the case of rotating
BTZ black hole and CFT with different temperatures for holomorphic and antiholomorphic
modes. A similar problem for shock wave geometries was considered in [90] but in this section
we will follow free falling particle model with full back-reaction calculations.
Calculation on the CFT side generalizes fairly easily, so we will quickly go over the differences
and in the rest of this chapter we will focus on the calculation in the bulk. Perturbation in
the CFT does not carry any spin, so to match that we will consider a free falling particle with
zero angular momentum. Note that a priori this is not the same as the particle with no initial
velocity in angular coordinate since we are in non-static metric. However, we will show that
this is a subleading effect. Nevertheless, the rotation of BTZ black hole would require us to
consider an additional boost on top of what we had in section 5.5. This extra boost and the
use of co-rotating coordinates defined below are the main technical differences in this chapter.
In chapter 5 calculation is described in the form it was first done in [2]. In this chapter we
will try to describe calculation in a more optimal way, for example we will not be using Kruskal
coordinates at all and neither we will be integrating equation of motion of a free falling particle.
6.1 CFT results
As in chapter 5 we perturb TFD state with a primary operator ψ in the CFTL at time −tω in
the past. Density matrix is given by the same expression as before
tr ρnA(t) =
〈Ψ(x1, x̄1)σn(x2, x̄2)σ̃n(x3, x̄3)Ψ†(x4, x̄4)〉Cn(
〈ψ(x1, x̄1)ψ†(x4, x̄4)〉C1
)n . (6.1)












Then two point function is given by























)∣∣∣∣−2Hσ |1− z|4Hσ G(z, z̄). (6.5)























log(|1− z|4HσG(z, z̄)). (6.6)
In n→ 1 limit the first term agrees with the entanglement entropy of rotating BTZ black hole
(3.87).
The calculation of G(z, z̄) proceeds as before but with different cross ratios z and z̄. Cross
ratio z now depends on temperature β+ and z̄ depends on β−. In the small ε limit they are
given by














Recall, that in the entanglement entropy calculations we had to use the correct branch of
the logarithm. For antiholomorphic coordinates in all cases (SA, SB and SA∪B) we had that
antiholomorphic cross ratios are close to 1 and do not contribute to the entanglement entropy.
This agrees nicely with out picture of two localized lumps of energy moving in the opposite
directions. The lump describing holomorphic mode moves from insertion point at x = 0 to
x = L and passes region A. On the other hand, antiholomorphic mode moves in the opposite
direction and never passes through A. So it is expected ∆SA does not depend on β−.
Therefore, entanglement entropy is given by
∆SA =























Similarly, SB = Sthermal.


















when t− + tω < y. (6.10)
At other times, local quench contributes to SA∪B as in (5.34) and (5.35) but with β 7→ β+.
Scrambling time is given by IA:B(t?ω) = 0 at t− = t+ = 0. Then ∆t = 0 and scrambling time is
given by























6.2 Free falling particle in the rotating BTZ
6.2.1 Initial conditions
We will model a perturbation in the CFT using a massive particle in the bulk. The perturbation
in the boundary CFT did not carry any angular momentum, so we should make sure that the
free falling particle has no angular momentum either. Conserved quantities in asymptotically
AdS space were considered in [129]. The expression for the angular momentum conserved charge
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is









where trajectory of the particle is zµ(τ) = (T (τ), R(τ),Φ(τ)) and τ is the proper time. So









Similarly, the energy of the particle is









Energy for zero angular momentum particle in the rotating BTZ background











] = √−gtt. (6.15)
In the second equality above we used that second and third terms cancel in the denominator
















Therefore, energy of the particle to leading order is the same as in non-rotating BTZ and still
matches energy of local quench in the CFT if r = Rε .
6.2.2 Boosts
BTZ metric (1.73) is usually given in terms of dimensionful time t. In order to compare bulk
results to CFT we will switch to dimensionless time t− = tR . Motivated by calculation above




, φ(−tω) = 0, (6.17)




, ṫ− = 1. (6.18)
In order to find how particle back-reacts on the geometry we first map a moving particle
in the rotating BTZ to a static particle in AdS3. In the non-rotating BTZ case we were able
to write down the action for a free falling particle and solve the Euler-Lagrange equations
explicitly in both Schwarzschild and Kruskal coordinates. The technical reason why it worked
was that we could choose φ = 0 at all times. On the other hand, the time evolution of φ is more
complicated in the rotating BTZ due to frame dragging effect. Therefore, following the same
strategy and explicitly finding the geodesic in Kruskal coordinates would not work. Instead we
will try to work in the AdS3 embedding coordinates.









































Note that we have already shifted time in the co-rotating coordinates by −tω. Therefore, we
will not have to pre-apply boost in X0 −X3 plane as we did in section 5.5.
Now we can write initial conditions in the embedding coordinates





A(Rε−1), Ẋ1(0) = 0,







B(Rε−1), Ẋ3(0) = 0.
(6.23)
Compare it to initial conditions of particle in AdS3 1
X0(0) = 0, X
′
0(0) = R,
X1(0) = R, X
′
1(0) = 0,
X2(0) = 0, X
′
2(0) = 0,




We can read off the required boosts from equations (6.23)–(6.24). First, we need a boost in
















































Note that non-zero but small φ̇ did not affect boost λ3 at this order. However, perturbation
1Note different time coordinate τ in global AdS3 coordinates, hence different notation for the derivative.
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in the CFT with a spin would contribute to λ3 at leading order.
6.3 Back-reaction map for rotating BTZ
We will again apply equation (5.68) to find the lengths of geodesics. Therefore, we need to map
the endpoints of entanglement interval to global AdS coordinates2 (ρ, τ, ϕ). For our purposes it
is enough to find the leading order terms even though the map that maps moving particle to the
origin of AdS3 can be written explicitly. We will compare Schwarzschild and global coordinates
via R2,2 embedding coordinates.√
R2 + ρ2 sin τ = X0 coshλ3 −X2 sinhλ2,√
R2 + ρ2 cos τ = X1 coshλ2 −X3 sinhλ2,
ρ sinϕ = X2 coshλ3 −X0 sinhλ3,
ρ cosϕ = X3 coshλ2 −X1 sinhλ2.
(6.30)
We can substitute embedding coordinates in (6.30) from (6.19). Note that functions from
equation (6.20) satisfy A(r) ' B(r) at the boundary, so coshλ2 ' sinhλ2.
tanϕ = sinh φ̃ coshλ3 ∓ sinh t̃ sinhλ3
± cosh t̃ coshλ2 − cosh φ̃ sinhλ2
' −coshλ3coshλ2
sinh φ̃∓ tanhλ3 sinh t̃
cosh φ̃∓ cosh t̃
. (6.31)
Similarly,
tan τ ' coshλ3coshλ2
· ± sinh t̃− tanhλ3 sinh φ̃
cosh φ̃∓ cosh t̃
. (6.32)
We can obtain the radial coordinate by squaring last to equations in (6.30)
ρ2 ' A2(r)
([




coshλ3(sinh φ̃− tanhλ3 sinh t̃)
]2)
. (6.33)
This sum is dominated3 by the first term as coshλ2  coshλ3. So
ρ ' A(r) coshλ2
∣∣∣cosh φ̃− cosh t̃∣∣∣ . (6.34)
6.4 Geodesic lengths
6.4.1 Geodesic on the left boundary
We can compute the length of the geodesic from the endpoints of the entanglement region A in
















1− µR2 = αψ carries the information about the perturbation, as in chapter 5. In
particular, we need to determine ρ(1)ρ(2), ∆τ and ∆ϕ using the map (6.34), (6.32) and (6.31)
given endpoints (t−, r∞ = Rz−1∞ , L1) and (t−, r∞, L2) in rotating BTZ coordinates. Let us also
denote the length of the interval by L = L2 − L1.
The radial coordinates (6.34) satisfy
ρ(1)ρ(2) ' R2 β−β+
4z2∞
cosh2 λ2|D1D2|, (6.36)
2We used r in chapter 5 but here we are already using r for BTZ coordinates, so we will change notation to
ρ.
3This breaks down in the extremal limit. We will not consider this case here. In the extremal case stringy
corrections become important [130].
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where
Di = cosh φ̃i − cosh t̃i, (6.37)
and co-rotating coordinates are as before
φ̃i =




r+(t− + tω) + r−Li
R
. (6.39)
Similarly, we can write expressions for τ and ϕ coordinates
tan τ (i) ' coshλ3coshλ2




sinh φ̃i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃i
Di
. (6.41)
Given tan τ and tanϕ we can find τ and ϕ. However, their values depend on whether φ̃i > t̃i.
We have three cases to consider: early time 0 < t+tω < L1, intermediate time L1 < t+tω < L2
and late time L2 < t+ tω.
Early time
In this case boundary points are
τ (i) ' coshλ3coshλ2
sinh t̃i − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃i
Di
, (6.42)
ϕ(i) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh φ̃i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃i
Di
. (6.43)
|∆τ | ' coshλ3coshλ2
1
D1D2




∣∣D1(sinh φ̃2 − tanhλ3 sinh t̃2)−D2(sinh φ̃1 − tanhλ3 sinh t̃1)∣∣. (6.45)
We now use the following identity [131]











(1− tanh2 λ3) sinh
φ̃2 − φ̃1 + t̃2 − t̃1
2






















































Just as in non-rotating BTZ, the points in this case are different but differences between the
points are the same as in early time case
τ (i) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2




sinh φ̃i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃i
|Di|
. (6.53)
Hence, entanglement entropy is thermal














In this case, the boundary points are
τ (1) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh t̃1 − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃1
|D1|
, (6.55)
τ (2) ' coshλ3coshλ2




sinh φ̃1 − tanhλ3 sinh t̃1
|D1|
, (6.57)
ϕ(2) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2




|∆τ | ' π − 1
|D1|D2
[
|D1|(sinh t̃2 − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃2) +D2(sinh t̃1 − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃1)
]
, (6.59)
|∆ϕ| ' π − 1
|D1|D2
[
|D1|(sinh φ̃2 − tanhλ3 sinh t̃2) +D2(sinh φ̃1 − tanhλ3 sinh t̃1)
]
. (6.60)
We can use [131] to simplify hyperbolic functions to











(1 + tanhλ3) sinh
t̃1 − φ̃1
2
sinh t̃2 − φ̃2
2
sinh t̃1 + φ̃1 − t̃2 − φ̃2
2
. (6.61)
Let us substitute the values of co-rotating coordinates




(1 + tanhλ3) sinh
π(tω + t− − L1)
β+
sinh π(tω + t− − L2)
β+





(1 + tanhλ3) sinh
π(tω + t− − L1)
β+






We can rewrite this as



































































Thus entanglement entropy is





sinh π(tω + t− − L1)
β+





So holographic entanglement entropy precisely matches the CFT result (6.9).
6.4.2 Geodesic on the right boundary
The two endpoints of the entanglement region B in the right boundary are (t+, r∞, L1) and
(t+, r∞, L2). Their radial coordinates satisfy





















The other coordinates satisfy
tan τ (i) ' −coshλ3coshλ2








On the right boundary Di > 0, so we always have
τ (i) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh t̃i + tanhλ3 sinh φ̃i
Di
, (6.73)
ϕ(i) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh φ̃i + tanhλ3 sinh t̃i
Di
. (6.74)
Calculation proceeds as in early time on the left boundary with λ3 7→ −λ3. But early time case








































6.4.3 Geodesics across the horizon
We will repeat the calculation with points on the different boundaries. In this case geodesic
connects points (t∓, r∞, Li) (the first point is on the left boundary, the second is on the right).
There are two such geodesics for i = 1, 2. Just as in section 5.5, geodesics across the horizon
compete with geodesics on the same boundary.
The product of radial coordinates satisfies
ρ(1)ρ(2) ' R2 β−β+
4z2∞
cosh2 λ2|D1D2|, (6.78)
as before but now D1 and D2 have different expressions. We will add ± superscripts to keep
track of which boundary co-rotating coordinates belong to
D1 = cosh φ̃−i − cosh t̃−i , (6.79)
D2 = cosh φ̃+i + cosh t̃+i . (6.80)
Points on the boundary. At early times Li > t− + tω points on the left boundary satisfy
τ (1) ' coshλ3coshλ2
sinh t̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃−i
D1
, (6.81)
ϕ(1) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh φ̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃−i
D1
. (6.82)
whereas at late times
τ (1) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2








Similarly, coordinates boundary points on the right are always
τ (2) ' − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh t̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh φ̃+i
D2
, (6.85)
ϕ(2) ' π − coshλ3coshλ2
sinh φ̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh t̃+i
D2
. (6.86)
Early time. At early times t− + tω < Li we have




∣∣∣D2(sinh t̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃−i ) +D1(sinh t̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh φ̃+i )∣∣∣ ,




∣∣∣D2(sinh φ̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃−i )−D1(sinh φ̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh t̃+i )∣∣∣ .
(6.87)
We now use the following identity [131]
































Let ∆t = t− − t+, then






















Late time. In the late time regime t− + tω > Li we have




∣∣∣D2(sinh t̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh φ̃−i )− |D1|(sinh t̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh φ̃+i )∣∣∣ ,




∣∣∣D2(sinh φ̃−i − tanhλ3 sinh t̃−i ) + |D1|(sinh φ̃+i + tanhλ3 sinh t̃+i )∣∣∣ .
(6.92)
As in the non-rotating case, |∆τ | and |∆ϕ| are close to each other, so we define δ = |∆ϕ| −
|∆τ |. Then








































cosh π(t+ + tω − Li)
β+




Therefore, the lengths of geodesics are
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L1γ ' log


































SA + SB .
(6.98)
which matches with the CFT result.
Intermediate time. As in section 5.5 the intermediate time case is a combination of early



























All holographic entanglement entropies in the rotating BTZ case exactly match their CFT





In this thesis, we investigated the time evolution of local perturbations on thermal states in 2d
CFTs and their holographic gravity duals. On the CFT side, the perturbations were due to
the insertion of local primary operators. Universal results were obtained in the large c limit,
either using uniformization maps or correlators involving twist operators. These correlators
determine quantum information measures, such as the mutual information. Studying the time
when this quantity vanishes allowed us to determine the scrambling time, i.e. the time where
two local subsystems become uncorrelated. Our results, i.e. t? ∝ β logS, were consistent with
the expectations originally drawn from black holes physics and holographic considerations [82].
We also investigated the same quantities in the holographic gravity theory. Describing the local
perturbation by a massive free falling particle, we were able to compute its back-reaction on the
BTZ black hole, describing the initial thermal state in the gravity theory. Since all these on-
shell gravity backgrounds are locally AdS3, we were able to compute the length of the spacelike
geodesic satisfying the relevant RT boundary conditions. Our gravity results match the CFT
results with and without the existence of rotation in BTZ.
In chapter 3 we have considered entanglement entropy in the rotating BTZ black hole.
We have investigated spacelike geodesics with equal time endpoints as prescribed by HRT
proposal. Equal time and length of entanglement interval boundary conditions were integrated.
This allowed to express conserved charges in terms of the length of entanglement interval. We
have applied HRT proposal and computed holographic entanglement entropy as the length of
extremal spacelike geodesic. Perhaps surprisingly, dealing with boundary conditions in general
case is a bit easier than in extremal or non-rotating case as we were able to exploit symmetry
between r− and r+ in the equations. In the end, we have reproduced the result in the literature
computed via other means.
In chapter 4 uniformization maps were used to map complicated manifolds arising in replica
trick to complex plane. Then conformal block results from the literature were used to calculate
the time evolution Rényi entropy and mutual information for free boson and general large c
CFT. Calculation was done for two different time evolutions of TFD state, HL − HR which
is dual to eternal BTZ and HL + HR that is dual to two disconnected Schwarzschild-AdS
patches. We gave an interpretation of our state as two moving localized energy lumps that are
entangled. The presence of quantum thermal fluctuations was reducing entanglement between
localized energy lumps.
In chapter 5 we have used twist operators and Fitzpatrick et. al. heavy-light approximation
[107] for four point functions to compute entanglement entropy for finite intervals. When
calculating entanglement entropy of union of two intervals we considered expansion of 6 point
function in terms of 4 point function in S and T channels. We calculated mutual information
and scrambling time which agreed with the fast scrambling hypothesis of Susskind et. al. [82].
We investigated both numerically and analytically when our approximations break down.
Later we considered a free falling massive particle in an eternal BTZ black hole. We mapped
the trajectory of the particle in BTZ coordinates to origin of AdS space in global coordinates.
The map involved a boost as we were mapping moving particle to static particle. This allowed
us to compute back-reaction of the particle on the metric of BTZ. It looks like a conical defect.
We have used a formula for geodesic lengths in AdS in terms of endpoints of geodesics. We
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interpreted contributions to entanglement entropy coming from the different geodesics as corre-
sponding to S and T channel expansion in CFT. At each step of calculation, gravity quantities
were equal to their field theory counterparts.
In chapter 6 we generalized calculations of chapter 5 to the case of rotating BTZ black hole.
We discovered that only holomorphic part of perturbation contributes to the entanglement
entropy and CFT calculation was similar to previous calculation but with inverse temperature
β+. Later we considered a free falling particle in the rotating BTZ black hole. We found more
systematic way of identifying the boosts required to map particle to the origin of AdS. A new
extra boost and co-rotating coordinates were the main differences from the non-rotating case.
We calculated the back-reaction of the particle and used the same method as in chapter 5 to
find entanglement entropies, mutual information and scrambling time.
One of the possible related projects is to consider perturbation with a spin. Fitzpatrick, et.
al. formula can be used in that case, so similar method should work in that case too. On the
gravity side we will have to consider a free falling particle with non-zero angular momentum.
The method described in chapter 6 can be used to determine the required boost. This setup can
be considered for for rotating BTZ as we have already included the boost in that plane. Another
possibility is to investigate what can be said about perturbations by non-primary operators.
Entanglement entropy is important in reconstructing bulk spacetime from the boundary
data. There are attempts to understand this process better by using tensor networks to model
quantum states on the lattice. The entanglement entropy is then closely related to the number
of links between nodes in tensor network. On the other hand, we already saw that spacelike
geodesics anchored at the boundary do not probe all volume of the bulk in some asymptotically
AdS spacetimes such as BTZ black hole, part of the spacetime is in the entanglement shadow
[132, 133]. It would be interesting to understand what other quantum information concepts
might help to reconstruct bulk geometry.
Entanglement entropy, just like thermal entropy satisfies 1st law of thermodynamics, we can
relate differences in entanglement entropy to differences in energy of the states. It is interesting
how Einstein equations could arise from the behaviour of entanglement entropy [51]. The
first law and entanglement entropy can also be studied in more complicated geometries such
as LLM [134]. However, many entanglement entropy problems in LLM space involve higher
dimensional surfaces and require solving PDEs, so are hard to tackle analytically.
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